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Paintings Reported
Stolen From Hall

Tempers Flare At
MSU Convocation

Two paintings have been
reported stolen from Richmond
Hall Dormitory at Murray State
University, according to the
release from Orman Price,
Director of Security at Murray
State.
The paintings were one entitled
"New York Harbrou Scene", size
two feet by four feet, blue with
gold, valued at #18.00, and one
Armour",
entitled "Knight
size two feet by 11
/
2 feet, blue and
green, valued at $8.00, according
to the security release.
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President Frees
It. Caney From
Army's Stock*

Tempers flared several times innovations at colleges and
Thursday at Murray State universities in this country, and
University during a three-hour more of an awareness of ttheir
convocation that began with potential applicability at Murray
students passing out printed lists State.
of five grievances.
Classes were dismissed and the —Student personnel worker
The Calloway County Dress
assembly called by Dr. Harry M. hired or fired only with the apReview will be held Saturday,
the
students.
proval
of
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy was Sparks, university president, "to
April 3, at the Calloway
rebuffed by the National Rifle provide students with an op- An audience that swelled to
High School Gym, beg
Association when he made a bid portunity for free expression." about 1,500 persons by the time
Miss Jayda Stuart
Dr. Sabin P. Landry, Jr.,
TAPE PLAYER STOLEN
two p.m..
Professor of Religious Education
to be a speaker at their annual The session was prefaced by the convocation ended heard two
Wells
Hall
Walker
of
Debbie
Mrs. Carves Paschall and
convention next month.
student demands that the panels—one in the morning and
State and Evangelism at the Southern
Dormitory, Murray
A. H. Scull are in charge.
university adsninistration do the one in the afternoon—present
University, reported to the Baptist Theological Seminary in
4-H leaders registering garments
By H.D. QUIGG
Mashed a finger which we find following:
Murray Police Department at Louisville, will be the guest
widely divergent views amid and assisting the 4-H members
—Immediately take steps to frequent interruptions
an inconvience.
by are parents in judging. the gar6:48 p.m. Thursday that a tape minister at the First Baptist FT. BENNING, Ga. (UPI)—
stop inaccurate news coverage of hecklers.
Lt. William L. Calley Jr.,
player had been stolen from her Church on Sunday.
ments are:
Forgot to get groceries last student activism on the campus. The topic through, most of the
released by presidential order
car
Entrance
to
the
1966
Ford.
Apron,Mrs. Alvin Usrey; skirt, Miss Jayda Stuart, daughter
—Remove the fear that day in the meeting requested by
week so we ran out of bacon and
of was gained by the thief or thieves Dr. Landry, who previously from the Army stockade, was
Mrs. Jim Ed Norwood; skirt and Mr. and Mrs. Justin Stuart,
eggs. For breakfast we just ate prevents true academic freedom students centered around the
has breaking the vent window, the supplied the pulpit on February under the military version of
blouse, Mrs. Odell Jarrett; first
28, will be in charge of the house arrest today with the
some shredded wheat, coffee, at Murray State University.
cancellation of the Insight lecture dress, Mrs. Glenn Kelso; play been awarded a Regents report said.
morning service at 10:45 and the irtual fr.ggdam at thhuge,
toast and strawbeo, preseives...4 students higther_
(aeries March_2S-31..ancl.the ott -clothes; Mrs:-Jewell--MeCaiker; Scholarshop to Weatern- Ken- infantry base.
eventhg servIerlit 7:30. —
Murray StatiThariticiii(sic) of Position by the board of regents to
PTA BOARD
mix and match, Mrs. Inex But. The Murray High School senior
priorities.
Not bad.
The 27-year-old soldier, senMembers of the congregation
terworth; advanced dress, Mrs. was notified and congratulated
(Continued on Page Ten(
—Show more recognliin of
tenced
to life imprisonment for
Executive
Almo
PTA
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and the people of the community
Charles McCuiston.
by President Dero G. Downing of
murder
of 22 Vietnamese
the
We need some coolness and
regular
Board will not have its
are invited to attend the services
TheMurray State University Western.
Lai
common sense in providing for
civilians in the My
Monday,
April
5.
Also
meeting
on
outstanding
this
hear
Home Economics Department "Your
academic the PTA will not meet again until and
massacre, returned to his
our national defense. Those who
spokesman
preacher, a church
students will be the judges. They achievements, as well as
bachelor apartment to the
attempt to keep their prespective
said.
are Miss Deborah Harrison, Miss leadership qualities, were taken May.
cheers of his neighbors Thursoften find themselves outshouted,
Betty McFarland,Miss Beverly into consideration by the
day night.
or out-scared. We hear too much
Garner, Miss Paula Cole, Miss Scholar.ship Committee in
about 'reorienting' but we can't
President Nixon, in an order
Karen Blankenship, and Renee !making this award," President
ignore the highly defensefrom the Western White House
Ernston.
-Downing said.
oriented commitrrients of the two
late- 'Thursday ,- said Caney -Jayda has been very active in
hugely
populated Communist
should be kept out of prison
speech and dramatics at Murray
powers. On the other side are
pending the appeal of his
High School.
those who would have us attempt
(Continued on Page Ten)
A suit has been filed in referendum which set up' the
to match all Sino-Soviet threats,
Calloway Circuit Court by J. R. watershed districts is null and
man for man and weapon for
Barley and others on behalf of the void because "propery owners
weapon. What we do need is a
entire class of persons owning holding tracts of land less than
balanced, thouroughly moderr
property within the boundaries of two acres lying waeithin the
defense force. That's the clear
the East Fork and West Fork proposed boundaries of the
direction of the President's
By HOWARD FIELDS
charges of making false stateClarks River Watershed Con- Districts were not permitted be Pre-school registration for
defense budget which we are now
FT.
MEADE,
Md.
(UPI)—
ments—"are totally unfounded
servancy District against the vote at the said referendum". students entering the first grade
F.H.A.
will
The Murray High
considering."-RRep. Glenn R.
Joint Board of Soil Supervisors The suit also alleges that an act in the six elementary centers of resent, "Sew Your Own Thing," The civilian attorney for Col. in fact and the Army knows it.
Civitan wives were guests of
Davis of Wisconsin
was passed by the General the Calloway County School idue twelfth annual style show on Oran K. Henderson, highest "I cannot help but wonder the Murray Civitan Club Tuesday
and others.
Assembly.which makes it im- System for the school year 197142uesday, April 6 at 7;00 p.m. in ranking officer charged with whose reputation is being evening, April 1.
*- The nation appears to be united
The suit concerns property
My Lai-connected crimes, said protected at Col. Henderson's
possible to dissolve or discon- will be held next week, according the high school auditoriurn.
First and second place winners
McCracken,
Calloway,
owners
in
Calley
on the outcome of the
today his client would plead expense, but we intend to find
tinue
any
existing
watershed
One
hundred
and
fourteen
irrthe Civitan Citizenship Essay
officials.
school
Marshall
counties.
Graves and
to
trial.
innocent
to
charges
of
covering
said.
Rothblatt
out,"
home economics students will
Contest, Timothy Fannin and
The suit claims that the conservancy district. The suit The schedule is as follows
claims that this act known as Almo. Monday, April 5, at one model their creations of simple- up the slaying of South A flood of public protest has Miss Janie Hughes, were
arisen over the conviction and presented cash awards of $50 and
Emphasis
on the American
K.R.S. 262.791 is "illegal, un- p.m.; Faxon, Tuesday, April 6, at to-make dresses,sportswear, and Vietnamese civilians.
Prisoner of War situation.
and
unen- one :p.m.; New Concord, Wed- lined garments. These girls are Henry A. Rothblatt, a New life sentence given Calley after $25 respectively. Mr. and Mrs.
constitutional
Senator Bob Dole says the
forceable". This act makes it nesday, April 7, at one p tn.; taught by Mrs. Glinda Tutt and York attorney, said prior to the his court-martial trial at Ft Talmadge Fannin and Mrs. Ruth
Henderson
message to North Vietnam
mandatory that all contracts Hazel, Thursday, April 8, at one Mrs. Lucy Lilly, assisted by Mrs. pre-trial hearing on the court- Benning, Ga.
Hughes, parents of the award
martial of Henderson, that the however, would not face s
should be "Release their names.
must be completed, all debts
winners, and Mrs. Betty Riley,
Friday, April 9, at John Mikulcik and Mrs. Charles
Kirksey,
convicted
or
communicate.
decision
and
if
sentence
in
'penalty
the severe a
Allow them to
paid, and all agreements corn-43:In';
teacher at Calloway County High,
nine. a.m.; Lynn Grove, Friday, Turnbow, student teachers.
Give them adequate food and
pleted before a district can be April 9, at one p.m.
The welcome will be given by case of U. William L. Calley the charges against him.
were among a group of special
Je. would "obviously have an
proper medical care Treat them
dissolved.
All parents are urged to Eli Alexander, principal of effect" on the outcome of the The 50-year-old commander guests present.
as human beings "
"Due to the success of our
of the 11th Brigade which made
children entering Murray High School, and the
Henderson trial at this Army
The suit contends that the act register their
the sweep into the hamlet is Annual Pancake Day on March
appropriate narrators are /Ars. Jo Crass and
at
the
grade
first
the
violates the rights-of-nil persons
si
Thisesepsiansa
o raach- base between Washington and charged with dereliction of duty 27, we will be able to contribute
center. ,.Mrs.
TWO CITED
Baltimore.
holding land within the water- times in their .school
icornpa
jneists°w
re aretel.
for not conducting "a proper the $600 we had planned in our
"The American pablic has
shed conservancy districts.
Parker
and
Cooper,
Beverly
and thorough investigation, 1971 budget for the local mentally
Two persons were cited by the
taken a very strong feeling on
The suit contends that the act
Martha Wisehart.
and two charges of making retarded program," reported
Murray Police Department
violates the-rights of all persons
Miss Nancy Spann and the it," Rothblatt said the charges false statements to a Pentagon Don Alley, Pancake Chairman,
yesterday and last night. They
holding land within the waterSpeech Department of Murray against Henderson—one charge.
"We sold 1500 plates of pancakes,
were one for flourishing a
.(Continued,or n Page Ten
shed conservancy districts.
High School will provide the of dereliction of duty and two I
thanks to the generous citizens of
dangerous weapon and one for
special entertainment during the
the Murray community."
The suit which has been filed
public drunkenness, according to
intermission. The ushers will be
Ed Hendon, Civitan President,
asks relief for the plaintiffs by
the citation reports.
Miss Sandra Raspberry
added, "Civitans owe a special
Karen Jones, Karen Hussing,
declaring the referendums void
Shelia Watson, Traca Walker,
vote of gratitude to Mrs. Jennie
and that "they were held in
Nesbitt, operator of Southside
Nancy Fitch, and Jackie Sims.
voilation of K.R.S. 262.725 and
The style show committee is
K.R.S.
262.730 and that the
Mrs. Howe said in her aci and Mrs. Opal Smith of Rudy's
A kick off coffee for the
for the use of their facilities."
headed by Miss Teresa Carson,
resulting vote was null and void".
workers in the Cancer Fund vanced publicity that volunteer:
"Without the help of local and
chairman, and is composed of
If the referenstums are
Drive for the month of April in were urgently need in th
area business men we could
Misses Jo Beth Benton, Karen
declared legal, the suit then asks
Calloway County will be held on American Cancer Society's 1971
never reach our civic goals," said
Dunaway,Sarah Cooper, Melanie
that the people involved to
Tuesday, April 6.. at.ten a.m. at educational and fund raisin
Rebecca
Connie
Lyons,
Wilson,
high
character
of
American
altowed
their
rights
of
a
Raspberry,
crusade. She said those who giv Alley. Businesses making some
Miss Sandra
the Holiday Inn in Murray.
contribution of supplies to the
Edwards, Donna Rogers, Anne
dissolution.
member of the Girls' Chorus at youth, Mrs. Darnall said.
Mrs. Edgar Howe,chairman of their time and talent this ye
annual pancake day were TenErwin, Tonya Reeder, Gay
Calloway County High School, Students will arrive in New
the Cancer Fund Drive this year, will join hands with the mor
McMurry &
law
firm
of
Sandra
nessee
Pride, Krogers, Robert
The
Nancy
Swain,
1971.
After
Crass,
Jersey
on
June
28,
she
notification
that
received
than
two
million
other
volun
has
had scheduled this coffee, but
Orr Co., Jim Adams IGA, Ryan
Hughes, Lyn Reagan, Mary Lee
has been selected to participate orientation and scheduled Livingston of Paducah is
suffered a heart attack last in thausands of America
Milk, Roberts Realty, Smiths
Brownfield, and Denise Grogan.
in the "Young Americans in rehearsals, they will begiattheir representing the plaintiffs.
Saturday and is now "'patient in communities whose dedicatio
Poultry, Downs Caged Eggs,
The public is cordially invited
already
helped
save
in
Concert" 1971 European Concert first major concert by per- Approximately 100 persons are
has
the Cardiac Care Unit of the
Gedric Paschall
Triangle Inn, Rose's, Belks,
forming in New York City's named as plaintiffs.
to attend and there will be a small Murray-Calloway County creasing numbers of lives.
Tour.
and
.75
charge
of
.50
Hall
on
July
second
-admission
Carnegie
"There is an even greater Benton Auto Supply, Winchester
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Hospital.
Printing, Sammons Bakery,
concerts in
by
cents. The proceeds will go
Mrs. James Raspberry of Hazel. followed
Most of the workers had been challenge this year, "Mrs. Howe
home
furnishing
the
new
London,
toward
Johnson's Grocery, Coca-Cola,
Washington
D.
C.,
said,
is
Mrs
"for
we
director
must
reach
out
Her choral
contacted before Mrs. Howe
economics department.
Colonial Bread, Boone's LaunJosiah Darnall. Miss Raspberry Brucsels, Paris, Zurich, Innbecame ill; but if you were not oeoole never contacted before
dry, A & P Stores, Ownes Food
auditioned for the choir by tape sbruck, Venice, Florence and
contacted, the other committee Every house or apartment
Now You Anew
Rome, returning to the states
Market, Swanns Grocery,
recording.
By United Press International members urge workers to attend
Liberty Supermarket, and
(Continued on Page Ten
"Young Americans in Concert" July 25.
help
in
drive.
who
will
this
annual
is
turtle
existing
largest
The
Storey's Food Giant.
is sponsored by the Universal
'...fiedric Paschall was elected Thursday will feature Orsalia the marine leatherback, which
Academy for Music and includes
chairman of the Murray- and the Straglers for the country reaches a length of about nine
an orchestra and a band, as well
Calloway County Fair Board at music event. On Friday night, feet and a weight of about 1,500
as the choir. The program is
the meeting of the board held last over one hundred riders from a oounds.
designed to enrich and expand
night at the Fairgrounds on five state area will be featured-in
The North Fork Baptist Church
the musical and cultural 'exTurner presented a
Mrs. T
Mayfield Highway 121, west of the motorcycle races
will
hold
revival services
perience of the students selected.
of
n on Jesus
the Murray City limits.
It is also designed to further beginning Sunday, April.4 an
-Nakareth at the regular
The closing events on Saturday
The 1971 Murray-Calloway
develop already recognized continuing through Sunday, April County Fair has been
Kiwanis
meetins of the
scheduled will be the Horse and Mule
talents and provide the students 10.
Clud'last night at the Woman's
for the week of July 12-17, ac- pulling contests in the afternoon
Services will be held each
with an opportunity to dramatize
Clubhouse. In introducing the
cording to Paschall. This will be and the Kentucky Tractor IVIing
to the world the fine quality and evening at 7:30 p.m. with Bro. the twelfth annual fair at the
program,Tom Turner said it was
Warren Sykes as the evangelist.
(Continued on Page Ten t
in observance of the F,aster
fiargrounds west of Murray.
The pastor, Bro. A. D. Vaden, The fair will open on Monday
season.
cordially invites everyone to evening with the Beauty contest,
President Durwood Beatty
Bond Sales
attend these services.
presilled at the meeting. Guest of
sponsored by the Sigma
The citizens of Calloway county
U* club were Fred Gilhun,
Department of the Murray bought $21,873 of Series E and H
Calloway Cour* Youth Agent,
Woman's Club. Last year's Savings Bonds during February.
Fair weather will prevail in the
Calloway Dance
and William James Jarrett, son
winner for Miss Murray- Sales for the two-month period
west and central areas of Kenof Mr. and Mrs. Odel Jarrett of
tucky early today and showers Mr. and Mrs. Gaylord Forrest Calloway County Fair was Miss totaled $49,974. The County's
Wayne Williams, Civitan Essay Contest Chairman, left
Concord.
will end in the eastern portion. are alsc hosts at the open dance Nancy Jones, daughter of Dr. and annual goal us $197,500. Sales a
Willard Ails ahnouneed that a presents award cheeks to Janie Hughes and Timothy Fannin,
year ago were 846.526. The sated
Fair and cool later today, for members of Calloway County Mrs. Conrad Jones.
ets from second and first place winners respectively Both are-seniors at
Country Club and their guests Tuesday's program will be the of Kentucky were $5,329, 39 and
of ex-a
grou
tonight and Saturday
assembly Calloway County High. Mrs. Betty Riley, senior English
this
Saturday
present
which
will
be
held
will
Leiington
Battle
of
the
Bands
and
Wedcumulative
upper
Highs today
40s to low
sales; for the first
teacher,
programs on ,Monday at both supervised the writing of 115 essays for this °viten Essay Contest
50s. Lows tonight upper 20s and from nine p.m. until one a.m. No nesday the Western Kentucky months totaled $10,896,562 of the
Murray
anfl
County
for
reserviit
ions
are
necessary
Reid
Calloway
which
the
theme was "Citizenship: A privilege and a
Hors4tnan's Association will annual goal of $58,400,000. Sales a
low 30s. Highs Saturday mnsalv in
Hale will play.
Responsibility."
High Schools on drugs. .
present the show: Thee show on year ago werre $10,310,711..
the 508
Mrs. Tom Turner
•
•
New Hampshire's Sen. Norris
Cotton is teed off at criticism of
Vice President Agnew's golf
game. He said Agnew is the
champion "of every other golfer
who can't hit a golf ball con.
sistently either."

Dress Review 4-H
Planned Saturday
At Calloway High

Dr. Landry,lr.
Is Church Speaker

Miss Jayda Stuart
Gets Scholarship
To Go To Western

Suit Filed Against
Joint Board Of Soil
Supervisors, 0,thers

iHenderson To Plead
!Innocent To Chargesil!
Fashion Show rOf Covering Slayings Civitan Club Gives
Awards To Winners

Registration
For Pre-School
Is Next Week To Be Tuesday

In Essay Contest

Kick Off Coffee ForCancer Fund
Drive Is Tuesday At Holiday Inn

Miss Raspberry Selected
For Concert Tour Abroad

Paschall Is Chairman
For Calloway Fair

Revival Planned
At North Fork

The Weather':

Is Free
To Walk
On Base

Mrs. Tom Turner
Presents Program

pv,t IVO)
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TDIE8 1FILE

Carl Haley of Dexter died today at the age of 58.
The Murray Municipal Housing Commission received today for
$86,380 to be used to purchase the land where the 62 low rental
housing units will be constructed.
The Calloway County Soil Conservation District has thanked the
Peoples Bank and the Bank of Murray for purchasing a
mechanical tree planter for use by the county's farmers.
Mr.and Mrs. Leon Beale, 700 Poplar Street, are the parents of a
son, Joe Carl, born March 30,at the Murrray Hospital,

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIMER FILE

The Young Business Men's Quo will sponsor a meeting tonight
at the Court House to determine if there is sufficient public interest to acquire a permanent fite for the County Fair.
— :AS Latt Waldrop,sort.of Mr.and Mrs.LA,Waldrop eillazel,is
home on leave. He is serving on the USS New Jersey.
The Murray WOW Camp presented Murray High Elementary
School with a new merry-go-round, costing about $140.00, according to Zelna Carter, superintendent of Murray City Schools.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Todd are the parents of a baby boy born
this week at the Murray Hospital.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Jesus answered and said unto him, Verily, Verily, I say unto
thee. Except a man be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of
God.—John 3:3.
God is not in the repair business. He gives a brand new life to all
who come to Him, and thus makes them eligible citizens for His
kingdom.

Isn't It The Truth!
fiRft r

by Carl RibIct Jr.

It is the custom at formal weddings for the bride
and groom to approach the altar separately and
slowly. Like so many other folk styles, it is wholly
practical. It gives the intentioned pair a last chance to doubt, precipitously change their minds and bolt
for the door.
"I am escaped with the skin
of my teeth."
—Job XIX, 20
sIODERN INCONVENIENCE
NEWCAST LE-UNDERLYME, England (UPI)—Everytime housewife Jeanne Watkis
brewed a cup of tea her
telephone rang.
took the phone off the hook
because we were so annoyed
with the noise," she said
Wednesday.
Repairmen traced the trouble
to The electric kettle's faulty
plug socket.
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DREAM COME TRUE
HARBURY, England I UP!)—
When Wilmer Mann rode his
racehorse into car dealer Dave
Dick's showroom, Dick was
delighted. He always had
wanted a race horse. Mann
wanted a new car. After a bit
of horsetrading, the men struck
a deal. Now Dick is the proud
owner of an eight-year-old
Gelding named Four Wishes.

/
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Guy Spann Realty is pleased to announce that
..,-- A
-;.*1
.!•
Jack G. Persall is now a real estate salesman
,
with the firm.
y
Jack is a graduate of the University of
;.* I Maryland and is recently retired him the U. S.
' I Armed Forces. He was formerly a member of
a the Military Science Department of Murray
'! State and moved to Murray in 1967.
He and his family,Mrs. PersaU and their four
, A children, live in Sheitvood Forest. He is a Mason
and Shriner.
•
ii I
We cordially extend an invitation to the public
call on Jack for real estte sales, purchases or
to
.
'in this field.,
advice
I

1
T
y I

Guy Spann Realty

III
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901 Syclymore Street

Telephone 753-7724

STRANGE MEDIEVAL SPORT?
I tell you, it's a fine sight, a Dad taking his son aside for a man
to son talk. The son's proud that his Daddy cares and has time to
talk man's talk once in a while. The Dad's proud because he
knows he stands tall in his son's eyes. He knows he has an eager
listener, one that will accept and believe what the old Dad says
just because he's his Dad. Yes sir, it's a fine thing I can tell you,
because this just happened to me.
Dad says, "Come here son, let's sit a spell and let me tell you
about a strange fact of life." Dad says, "One time there was this
group of men, now they were not really mad at each other, but
they had met to fight. While they were not really mad they knew
that some of them would probably be hurt. At stake was pride.
Pride in their fighting ability. They were not going to fight for
territory. They were not defending their homes and families.
They were not being invaded, neither were they invading. They
were going to fight simply on the hasis of honor and pride. They
knew that if they won they would be the heros and their world
would heap on them all sorts of praises. Pretty girls would follow
them around and young boys would run just to get a glimpse. On
the other hand, they knew that if they failed dishonor would be
theirs. They knew that once friendly eyes would turn to anger and
their own camp would hiss and boo. They knew if they did not win
they would waifs( heads bent in defeat from the battle field.
The crowds come to watch the strange strength against
strength. They roar and cry fot the blood of their foes. The winning crowd goes wild as' a loser falls beneath the weight of a
crushing force, and will remain silent but for a moment as an
injured man is carried away, growing louder again, soon
forgettini
The kiattle field itself will become stained with mud,sweat, and
perhaps some blood. The more these three mix the greater the
excitement of the crowd becomes until all reason is lost in the
consuming roar."
Dad noticed that I was becoming frightened so he said, "Aw
son, I'm just talking about a football game!"
—Bob Little

To the bus driver waiting at
the wheel, it seemed that the fat
lady was his final customer. But
behind her, unseen by the driver,
a girl was also preparing to come
aboard. She had already gotten
one foot in the door when he
closed it and started to move.
The girl was flung to the pavement and injured. In due course,
she sued the bus company for
damages.
"Even if his view was blocked
by that fat lady," she told the
court, "he had no right to close
the door without double-checking. After all, a common carrier
owes a high degree of care to its
passengers."

Open: lNitely

plus

Tonito thru Tue.

The ALMANAC
By United Press International
Today is Friday, April 2, the
92nd day of 1971.
The moon is in its first
quarter.
The morning stars are Venus,
Mars and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Mercury and Saturn.
Those born on this date are
under the sign of Aries. '
French novelist Emile Zola
was born April 2, 1840.
On this day in history:
In 1792 (7ongress passed
legislation authorizing the Mint
to coin money, all to be
inscribed with the Latin words
'•E Pluribus Unum." The motto
means "out of Many, One."
In 1917 President Woodrow
Wilson went before a joint
session of Congress and called
for a declaration of war against
Germany.
In 1932 Charles Lindbergh left
$00,000 in bills in a New York
cemetery in hopes of regaining
his kidnaped son. Bruno Hauptmarm subsequently was found
guilty of kidnaping and murdering the I.inbergh boy. He was
executed.
In 1947 islands in the Pacific
formerly held by Japan under
mandates were assigned by the
Unit& Nations to be trusteeship of the United States.
In 1954 the International
Longshoremen's Union Called
off, a 20-day strike on New
York's waterfront, the longest
dock strike up to that time in
the city's history.

A thought for today: American writer Isaac Goldberg said,
LEANING FROM A WINDOW, Lt. William Calley talks . "Diplomacy is to do and say
the nastiest thin/ in the nicest
to newsmen at Ft.43enning. Ga. ;
way "
•
__
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Adults '1.50 - Children 75 - Phone 753-6333
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By KAY CHRISTENSEN
with two deaf students for a
oN minateci for
COLUMBUS, Ohio (UPI) brief period of time.
Learning how to speak properly "My experience with it was
Best Actor, Actress
can be a trying experience for with two children," she exAcademy Awards
the deaf, but the development plained, "over a period of three
of a machine which changes weeks—four lessons a week—an
sound to sight may prove to be hour lesson each.
He could beat any
a valuable teaching aid.
hite
man in the wonl
The machine, called the
"It can be a very useful and
He just couldn't beat
Vocoder, was developed recenthelpful device. It does have the
ly at Ohio State University
II
of them.
potential to analyze the letter
under the guidance of Prof.
sounds and visually project the
Herman R. Weed, electrical
speech pattersn."
engineering.
The Vocoder changes sound Miss Reynolds said with such
into distinct patterns of vibra- limited use it was difficult to
tion which is then patterned on tell of the Vocoder would
a screen lit up by light bulbs. become a revolutionary adA deaf person has difficulty vance for the teaching of deaf
learning how to speak because people, but -they were encouhe cannot hear the correct raged and they were motivatpronunciation of a vowel or ed."
consonant sound. With the use
of the Vocoder, however, a
Weed said he hoped the
person could attempt to voice machine would be further
the correct sound by matching developed as a teaching ma•
the visual pattern on the chine so an instructor would not
screen. When it is matched, the be required to help. Also, more
tam ngJamesEarl Jon
student knows he has obtained work is needed, he said, to give
the right pronunciation.
some "leeway" so when a
Jane Alexander ..
"The children are very, very student turns his head while PANAV1SiON. Color by DE IlUXE.
GP
interested and, of course, this is peaking, it would not affect
an absolute necessity," said the speech pattern.
Weed. "They can see this as a
...I1ILDREN'S MO VI'
means of correcting their Weed said he would continue
-work with the project —
Helen Reynolds, an oral conjunction with the Ohio
AMERICA'S HERO!
instructor at the Ohio School School for the
to
Deaf
for the Deaf, used the Vocoder determine its efficacy.

U.S 641 NORTH

Mar

1 pm Sat. & Sun

The Great
White H

"Maybe so," conceded the
company. "But this girl was not
yet a passenger. She had paid no
fare. She had not really gotten
abard. We do regret the inciVelft—but—we—are -not -legally
liable."
Nevertheless, the court held
that the girl was indeed a passenger, entitled to extra care, and
granted her claim.
This is the prevailing rule, that
a person may acquire the special
status of "passenger" even before
he is inside the vehicle. It is usually enough that he has shown
his readiness to come aboard—
and that the company has shown
PAisikaillawa'Fram Ileits readiness to accept him.
But the readiness on both sides
How much like ants you look,
must coincide. Take this case:
A man rushed up to a bus
Following your pattern trails,
act after the door had closed.
Like mice runs, or worm trails,
4
He knocked on the glass, but the
Across the land you have changed.
bus
was already beginning to
Your smoke lays for a hundred miles,
roll. The man slipped, fell
eand
Growing from your love of fire.
got hit by the rear wheel.
I have seen across the sky below me
Could he collect damages
from the company? A court said
Your dust not content to settle,
no. because he had not gained
I have seen you breathing air tainted.
the status of a passenger. The
hie hundred miles away for your lungs
court pointed out that he had
I look down on you from my airplane
not shown his readiness to ride
until the driver had stopped
—Thomas0.1Periehok showing hl readiness to accept
him.
A parallel problem arises at
journey's end: at what moment
does the passenger lose his special status?
DAYBREAK
In another case a passenger
alighted at a bus stop, began to
Far across the lush, green fields I hear
cross the street, and was knocked
A Lark .. . it's song, so sweet and clear,
down by a second bus passing
Upon the fresh and dew-y air.
the one he had just left. Here.
I gaze upon a sight most fair..
he claimed damages on the
theory that his driver should
My apple-orchard, in the misty gloom
have warned him that another
Wafting out, it's rich perfume.
bus was following.
But the court said the driver
The gauzy silk of Night is fading fast;
could not be blamed, because
Venus winks, and travels on . at last,
the man had lost his status to
As the Sinrise sheds it's rosy glow
a passenger. Once safely disUpon the bursting Day. 'Tis theihl know
charged. said the court, a passenger turns into just another
That this good earth
this sod,
pedestrian-.
This moment.. . NOW,this Beauty . . is of God!
An American Bar Association
public service feature by Will
Alney Norell,
Bernard.
170 So. Madison, Apt. No. 12
@ 1971 American Bar Association
Pasadena, Calif 91106

BEATING INFLATION
gallons of mils a day.
DATCHWORTH, England "Nicky has sacrificed pocket
UP! When 13-year-old Nicky money _until the cow is paid
Glenn heard his mother com- for," said his father, Peter
plain of rising prices, he Glenn:
decided to do something. He "Mum was worried to begin
bought a cow for $120 dollars. with. But she's pleased now,"
Now the row provides four Nicky said.

Cif300041-he
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Total Sexual Freedom
In America is...

HE & SHE.
a new level in explicit sexual portraya

-I

Nomisated for
0 Academy

Awards
Including Best Picture

He and She is so strong in total realism
...ITS PENETRATION BOLTS FROM THE
SCREEN TO YOUR SEAT]
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Jerry hum
Gary Evan
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Bonnie Ly(

Larry Eva
Jackie Hat
Rita Harp
Paul Holla
Barry Res
David Cop

By Unite

1971 Pontiac, Grand Prix, full power and air, slightly
used, only 500 miles, Kentucky sales tax and license
paid, like new.
1969 Cadillac, Sedan Deville, hard top, full power and
factory air, one owner, local car, 27,000 actual miles,
"Clean as a hounds tooth"
1968 Cadolac, full power and factory air, leather interior,
Tennessee car,sold new by us,"Clean as a whip".

Virginia
Kentucky
New Yorl
Floridian/
Pittsburg!
Carolina

VI
69T
0,,, Co..,F....to.,

MORGE KARL
7.SCOTT/ MAIDEN •
n'TATTON"

1968 Cadillac Sedan Devine, hard top, full power and
factory air, Kentucky car, sharp.

COMING SOON

1968 Pontiac Catalina, 4 door sedan, double power and
factory air, one owner, local car, sharp

Indiana
Utah
Memphis
Texas
Denver
Thi
Texas 11:

Frida
New Yori

1968 Buick Le Sabre, 4 door sedan, double power and
facial air, one owner, local car, sharp.

Floridian:
Memphis
Texas at

1968 Pontiac Tempest Custom, 2 door hard__top;--V.6
straight shift, one owner, Tennessee car, sharp.
1967 Oldsmobile 98 Luxury Sedan, full power and factory
air, new tires, one owner, Missouri car, nice.

Open 6:00-Start 6:45
Admission '1.25
Tonite thru Sat.

1967 Firebird, convertible, double power, V-8 automatic
with console, "It's a little honey."

mml

1965 G.T.O. 4 speed, 2 door hard top, "A-young man's
dream car"

et

1965 Oldsmobile Delta 88, 4 door sedan, double power and
factory air, Kentucky car, only 8595.00

NBA
By Unite
(Division

x-New
Atlanta

Baltimore
Philadelp

1965 Pontiac Catalina, 4 door sedan, double power and
factory air, one owner,local car,"Slick as a mole"
1963 Oldsmobile 88, 4 door sedan, double power, nice
1962 Ford pick-up truck, fair to middling
1961 Chevrolet, 4 door sedan, "Drag it off for a $50 bill"

1 THE BEST HOUSE
rri IN 1.!),N,D.O.N

I

"THE

SANDERS-PURROM 'LANDLORD"
MAIN STREET

•Unitepjl_etists

UN.: 'Christine

orgensen Story'

Milwauke
San Fran

Los Ange
Chicago
X-CUaclie
Tk
New Yoe
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Los Angi
San Fra
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Marichal Looks Ready
To Get Back On Mound
That big grin on Juan
Marichal's face is ample proof
to the San Francisco Giants
that the 1970 season is gone and
forgotten.
Marichal, a six-time 20-game
winner and once a rival to
Sandy Koufax as the No. 1
pitcher in baseball, suffered a
freak ailment in the spring of
1970 and wound up with a 12-10

SPORT

Knicks Oust Hawks, Move
To Finals In Conference

record for the year. That mark
included a 9-2 performance
during August and September
when he finally recovered
position of resting until the maned by injuries this year. teammate Billy Cunningham's
By JOE CARNICEI II
hisheahh.
completion of the Baltimore- Reed, hobbled with a bad knee game-high "...We knew it was
UPI Sports Writer
demonstrated
Marichal
and slowed by an internal do-or-die. I hope my attitude is
Philadelphia series.
Thursday that he is ready to
The New York Knicks are Philadelphia cut Baltimore's disorder most of this season, as strong mentally Saturday."
shaking his slow start and
By JACK WILKINSON
resume his place as the Giants'
Earl Monroe led the Bullets
right
Playing the most desirable type advantage to 3-2 Thursday night suffered
injured
an
GREENSBORO, N.C. (UPI)— starting to win.
staff leader when he pitched
that of playoff game—the waiting with a 104-103 triumph over the shoulder in the second half and with 26 points but he missed
shot
weird
a
took
It
While most of the golfers in the
seven brilliant innings in a 4-1
to do it, but game—and it couldn't have Bullets. Elsewhere, Los Angeles aggravated the injury with only two shots with a minute left as
Greater Greensboro Open are produced an eagle
victory over the Milwaukee
share of the xme at a better time for Willis beat Chicago 115-89 to take a 3- two seconds left in the game. the 76ers pulled ahead.
point to next week's Masters, Trevino carried a
Brewers. The run off Marichal
second round. Reed.
The Home Court Edge
The injyry was diagnosed as
2 lead and San Francisco upset
cocky Lee Trevino is only lead into today's
-under-par 67
Ds=s=sZter=.0.={00-=,••=00,:).Cs{ was unearned.
Gail Goodrich scored 12 of his
The Knicks became the first Milwaukee 106-104 to cut the a severe bruise of the deltoid
for his first victory of He fired a four
gunning
On the other fronts: Billy
Thursday, charging home just team to advance to the Bucks' lead to 3-1.
muscle in his right shoulder. 33 points in the third period as
the year.
New conference finals
Williams led a 13-hit attack
tie
to
darkness
of
ahead
Reed can rest until Monday the Lakers pulled away from
Thursday
But
Rest
Can
Reed
Trevino, the outspoken Mexiwith three singles as the
Bob night by ousting the Atlanta The victory for the Knicks and possibly longer if the Chicago. The Lakers led only
left-hander
can-American from El Paso. Zealand
Chicago Cubs downed the
Barber. Hawks 111-107 and taking the was especially beneficial to Baltimore-Philadelphia
series 55-54 at the half but outscored
Tex., who backed up his Charles and Miller
Cleveland Indians, 8-0, behind
stroke best-of-seven series 4-1. The Reed, the league's Most Valua- runs to seven games.
one
only
were
the Bulls 31-20 in the third
They
the
braggadocio by capturing
Saturday Morning Juniors
the four-hit pitching of Jim
ahead of the bunched-up field. Knicks now are in the favorable ble Player last season and
As in the previous games of period and held Chicago to 15
already
has
Open,
U.S.
1968
Bowling League
tolborn, Phil Regan, Earl
now,"
the series, Thursday's final points in the last quarter.
turned down an invitation to the "Everything's going
Stephenson and Ron Tompkins
come
has
who
Trevino,
The series now moves to
said
game was decided by a New
concentrating
He's
TEAM
W L ... Bob Oliver's 430-foot homer Masters.
shot
a
was
where the Bulls have
year—he
this
Chicago
close
miAtlanta
and
rally
York
one thing now—
Head Pins
54 34 and the four-hit pitching of only one
back in the Jacksonville Open
stakes in the final minutes. won both game. The Lakers
2 341
/
531
Unbelievables
2 Mike Hedland and Jim York
/
two weeks ago and two back at
Reed's two foul shots and a have taken all three of their
Strike Outs
52 36 Ppaced the Kansas City Royals
the National Airlines Open last
steal and basket by Dave home game.
2 371
/
501
White Knights
2 to a 2-0 triumph over the St.
/
Sundaym Both times, the winne
DeBusschere in the last two Goodrich, who averaged 17.5
By MILTON RICHMAN
Square Garden.
47 41 Louis Cardinals.
Be-Bops
was Gary Player.
minutes were the crushing points a game during the
UPI Sports Writer
Flop
Quarter
Final
Channels
47 41
Many Sanguillen's two-run
Player, the defending cham- NEW YORK (UPI)—For the Maravich had a superlative blows after Hawks' rookie Pete regular season, has hit for 31.4
2 431
/
441
Glory Stompers
2 double in the second inning
/
pion and striving to become the New York Knicks, defending third quarter, hitting seven out Maravich missed a layup and a per game in the five games
2 461
/
411
Gutters
2 helped the Pittsburgh Pirates
/
first man since Agnold Palmer champs in the NBA, the season of nine at one point, netting 17 foul shot that would have with the Bulls.
39 49 beat the Cincinnati Reds, 5-4,
Savage Four
Warriors Snap Streak
WEST POINT, N.Y. (UPI)— in 1962 to win thre tour- is only beginning. They now go points all told and practically crushed the Knicks.
11 77 despite homers by Tony Perez Micki King, three times an naments in a row, ran afoul of
Torpedos
Joe Ellis connected on a 30Guerin: Knicks No. 1
into the Eastern Conference single-handedly
the
putting
Bench. Luke outdoor champion in the last the 421-yard 13th hole ThursJohnny
and
"Maravich's missed layup foot jump shot with one second
finals.
Hawks ahead, 85-78.
High Team Game (SC)
Walker went six innings and seven years, has finally won day, driving out of bounds and For Pete Maravich, it's all
DeBusschere's steal were left to give San Francisco its
and
another
was
quarter
The final
Be-Bops
661 Dave Giusti, the relief pitching her first National AAU indoor taking a triple bogey seven for over. He goes home. And what
of the game," said victory over the Bucks. The
keys
the
matter.
Glory Stompers
532 hero f the 1970 National League diving championship,
a four-over-par 75.
Atlanta Coach Richie Guerin. triumph was the first this
he
that
is
much
so
hurts
from
rookie
the
Pete,
Pistol
in the
King a
527 pennant
race, added
Channels
Right back of the leaders, honestly believes he went LSIJi whom Atlanta signed for "The trouble with our team season for the Warriors over
captain
twoMiss
a 68, tame -Jack Lewis, SteatliIy doWhIllr Itol'fi oreraftfeirirottrwith
Force,
-Arr
the-rrs.
4
"
'
.*RilligE.
.lIT the'bet 'elm en Milwaukee after. 2.
'
ee°1-6€33
Million, pciihReriii—tOtir war'that
High Team Game (11C)
Pitates.
second place in the finals Bruce Crampton, Pete Brown, moment his ball club, the more points in the first three three minutes, we haven't been losses.
Be-Bops
MB Earl Williams and Orlando Thursday
Jerry Lucas led the Warriors
the Dave Eichelberger and Art Atlanta Hawks, got into the minutes, then shot blanks the in complete control of our
capture
to
731 Cepeda homered and Cecil women's three-meter spring- Wall. In at 69 were U.S.
Head Pins
32 points and Lew Alcindor
with
series
the
before
said
I
.
offense.
playoffs.
rest of the way.
733 (*haw, sidelined in 1970 with board crown with 393.45 points. Amateur champion Lanny Wad- Ordinarily a ballplayer showSavage Four
started the Knicks were the also had 32 to pace the Bucks.
lay-ups
easy
three
missed
He
a finger injury, pitched excel- Christine Loock of the Panther kins, Bert Yancey, Tom Weis- ers in a couple of minutes after
Madison,
and a jumper, including one team to beat and I still say The teams meet in
High Team Series (SC)
lent cluth relief as the Atlanta Boys Club, Fort Worth, Tex., kopf, Billy Maxwell, Bob Wynn a game, gets dressed and is
game.
fifth
the
for
Sunday
Wis.,
that."
the
and
left
1:24
only
shot with
1620 Braves beat their Richmond the leader after the semifinals, and Larry Hinson. A dozen ready to leave quicker than you
Be-Bops
Oscar Robertson had given
Maravich led the Atlanta
That
106-102.
trailing,
Hawks
1510 farmhands, 4-2. Ron Reed fell to second place with 388.11 others were at TO. ,
Glory Stompers
can say his name.
one turned out to be the ball scoring with 31 points and Lou the Bucks a one-point lead
1505 worked seven strong innings for points.
Strike Outs
On No.8, Trevino drove into That wasn't the case at all game.
Hudson has 29. DeBusschere when he scored with four
the Braves ... Campy Campene- Craig Lincoln, a junior at the the right woods and,. playing with Pete Maravich Thursday
Undoubtedly all this contri- was high man for the knicks seconds left and then Ellis hit
High Team Series (HC
ris triggered a four-run eighth University
bis bomb. Jeff Mullins, fouled
Minnesota, the trucky 25rmlle-an-hour wind night _after the Knicks finished buted._ the fact that Maravich with ,29„._
of
2217 inning with a triple to spark the protected a slim lead in the gusts just right, sliCed through
was shooting,
Ellis
Archie Clark dropped in al while
four games to lingered in the Atlanta shower
Hawks,
the
off
2150 Oakland Athletics to a 4-2 Finals to win the men's one- the trees to the green, only
Head Pins
one, with a come-from-behind room nearly 25 minutes after free throw with 50 seconds left accounted 'for the Warriors'
2062 victory over the San Diego meter springboard champion- eight feet from the hole. He 111-107 win before the customaSavage Four
for the deciding point and Wes final point.
the contest was over.
Padres.Clay Kirby pitched six ihip with 546.72 points,
sank it for an eagle three.
Unseld threw away a pass in "We planned to go to Mullins
ry capacity 19,500 at Madison
Season'
Long
A
Been
It's
shutout innings for the Padres.
High lad. Game (SC)
It was obvious he didn't want the last five seconds in for the last shot, but they had
220
Alan Jones
to talk with the press which Philadelphia's victory over the him cut off," said Warrior
178
Jerry Inman
Coach Al Attles. "Ellis had had
kept waiting for him. It became Bullets.
177
Gary Evans
so obvious that finally Richie "It wasn't just the effort we a little problem with his
Guerin, the Hawks' coach, put forth, it was the attitude," shooting this season but he
Thursday's Fight Results
High Ind. Game iHC)
walked into the shower room to said Clark, whose 31 points made the one that counted
260 By United Press International
Alan Jones
were only one
short of tonight."
with Pistol Pete.
talk
224
STOCKTON, Calif. (UPI)—
Jerry Inman
Maravich eventually emerged
223 Angel Arias, 118, Mexico,4
Bonnie Lyons
and stood in the entrance to the
outpointed Frankie Cabanic, By United Press International Division winner, plays host 1430 points a game during the shower room with only a towel
High Ind. Series (SC)
121, San Jose, Calif. (10).
season.
regular
Basketball' the New York Nets an
American
The
draped around him.
523
Alan Jones
Association version of the runnerup Kentucky entertains Virginia, which ran away He explained how he had
443
David Copeland
LOS ANGELES UPI)—Man- "second season" opens tonight the Floridians. Indiana, the with Eastern honors, is led by been hit twice in the game,
436 uel Mendoza, 121, Mexico In four cities following an Western Division winner, plays rookie whiz Charlie Scott. The
Beverly Rogers
once by Willis Reed in the
stopped Ronnie Jones, 122, unscheduled shootout in Den- host to Memphis and Utah Squires are faced with stopping middle of the chest and the
High Ind. Series MCI
ver.
takes on Texas in the best-of- the Nets' explosive scoring second time on the nost by
Chicago (5).
643
Alan Jones
star, Rick Barry.
The final ABA playoff slot seven series.
someone he couldn't identify.
580
Beverly Rogers
Kentucky, led by another "It's been a long season," he
33
scored
night
Freeman
Thursday
decided
was
Donnie
(UPI)—
Ore.
PORTLAND,
563
Bonnie Lyons
Dan Issel, is faced with said. "I experienced a lotta
Andy Kendall, 175, Portland, when the Texas Chaparrals points and Gene Moore added rookie,
Buck,- 174, beat the Denver Rockews 115-109 28 to lead the Chaps past holding down the Floridians' things."
Larry
outpointed
High Averages
Northwest in a one-game playoff. The Denver. Texas, with Freeman high scoring guard, Mack "Like what?" somebody
145 Seattle (12) (wins
Larry Evans
teams had finished tied for leading the way, opened up a Calvin.
asked, pressing him to be more
Lightheavyweight title).
Jackie Hargrove
144
fourth in the West following the 15-point lead early in the game Indiana, featuring Mel Da- specific.
136
Rita Hargrove
completion of the regular and then held off the Rockets' niels, the league's Most Valuadays?"
got three
PORTLAND, Maine (UPI)— season Wednesday and the one- closing rush. A big factor in the ble Player, and one of the "You
135
Paul Holland
Phone 753-4421
North 16th Street
Maravich asked. "I'll tell you
2, New game showdown for the final
/
135 Paul Cardoza, 1771
Barry Rose
game was the Texas defense strongest front lines in basket- about it."
(CLOSED SUNDAYS)
134 Bedford, Mass., outpointed Art spot was arranged.
David Copeland
which held Larry Cannon, ball, takes on Memphis' Jones He laughed, but it wasn't a
Miller, 179, Mansfield, Ohio In tonight's opening playoff
Jimand
Wilbert
Boys—Steve,
Denver's leading scorer, to 18
happy laugh.
(10).
ABA Standings
action, Virginia, the Eastern points. Cannon averaged over my—while Utah, paced by
By United Press International
Zelmo Beaty, must contend
East
SOUTHERN SIDELINES
with Freeman and the Chaps.
W. L. Pct. GB
55 29
Virginia
44 40 .52411
Kentucky
40 44 .476 15
New York
37 47 .440 18
Floridians
36 48 .429 19
Pittsburgh
34 50 405 21
Carolina
:
West,
BUFFALO,.N.Y. (UPI)—Red
.W L. Pet. GB
By DAVID MOFFIT
played since he arrived in the Miami last week, one the other Kelly can relax sow, but it
58 26 .690 ...
Indiana
— Gary States, Gary Player has won pros have to be hoping LS justisn't the same. He'd rather
ATLANTA (UPI
57 V .679 1 Player brings to mind the old 375,643—an average of $15,128 untrue, that Player is consider- be under pressure. because the
Utah
41 43 .488 17 story about the farmer in per tournament.
Memphis
ing leaving his South Afican pressure means you're winning.
some time
spent
Kelly
2 Oklahoma who complained that
/
31 54 .365 271
Texas
He won the Greater Jackson- ranch for a few years and
30 56 .353 281
2 ever time he tried to dig a ville Open and $25,000 two moving here to spend full time thinking about his 24 years as a
/
Denver
player and coach in the
Thursday's Results
water well all he ever struck weeks ago; won the National on the golf tour.
Texas 115 Denver 109
was oil.
Airlines Open and $40,000 last Tke, report was spurred by National Hockey League Thur
qualifying playoff If the doughty South African week; and is the defending his wife, Vivien, who made it day night after watching his
blow a
Friday's Playoff Games
had his rathers, he would be champion
in
the
$190,000 clear that she likes the idea of Pittsburgh Penguins
New York vs. Virginia
Player panning more golf gold two-goal lead, then settle for a
back home on that ranch near Greater Greensboro Open.
3-3 tie with the Buffalo Sabres.
at Hampton, Va. Johannesburg with his children
over here.
"This is the first time in a
Floridians at Kentucky
and his horses instead of That's the way Player has Gary Player is one of those
Memphis at Indiana
slogging along the pro golf been doing it the past few who believes that Gary player my years in the NHL that I've
years. He comes over here for would be an even better golfer been out of the playoffs with
Texas at Utah
trail.
The thing that keeps him at about 15 golf tournaments, than he now is if he were to games remaining," (elly said.
NBA Playoff Standings
his golf and away from his picks up a quick 100 grand or concentrate strictly on his "It's a little strange and a little
different I don't get so up for
By United Press International ranch and family is simple so, then scampers back to his game.
"Few men are willing to the games because the outcome
(Division Semifinals—Best of 7) enough: he's so good at the ranch
East
game he can't afford to give it Player stayed in the United make the sacrifice," said doesn't matter. I've been able
States for 16 tournaments in Player, one of only four men to to relax this season, but I'
Series 'A'
up.
W. L. Pet. Gary Player returned to this 1969 and won $123,897 and for 17 win all of the world's top four rather be in the running for
4 1 .800 country the latter part of last year and won $101,212. tournaments the U.S. and playoffs and be under pres
x-New York
I 4 .200 February to play in the PGA Thus, playing in less than half British Opens, the Masters and sure."
Atlanta
In the only other game of the
,
Series 'B'
championship and stated flatly of the available tournaments in the PGA). "Ben Hogan was a
W. L. Pet. upon arrival that if he won the this country over the past 24 man like that, but no one else night, Danny Schock scored h'
first NHL goal with eigh
3 2 .600 PGA title he would return home months, he has won more than comes quickly to mind."
Baltimore
1 3 400 until the Masters in early April. $300,000.
Many have compared Player minutes left in the game to life
Philadelphia
West
already." "I'd like to chuck it and get to Hogan and Player admits the Philadelphia Flyers to a 1-1
homesick
"I'm
Series 'A'
Player said several days after on with my ranching,11 Player that he copied Hogan's style, tie against the St. Louis Blues,
W. L. Pct. he arrived in Florida. "If I win said. "But raising thorough- especially his swing, from Chris Bordeleau tallied his 20th
3 1 .750 the PGA, I'm going home breds is a costly business, pictures he saw as a boy in goal of the season at 9?09 of the
Milwaukee
get South Africa.
you
before
first period for the Blues' lone
1 3 .250 again. If I lose, I'll play right especially
Francisco
San
established, and the money I
"There are so many good score.
Series 'B'
through to the Masters."
W. L. Pet. Player, small but strong and win at golf helps pay the bills." golfers these days that it would
The tie in Buffalo enabled
3 2 .600 already a golfing legend at 34, Player, who has been winning take a man with the ability of a Philadelphia to close within two
Angeles
Los
2 3 .400 made a run at the PGA title money at golf for nearly 15 Jack Nicklaus and the concen- points of third-place Minnesota
Chicago
X•Clincbed series
but wound up in a tie for years,figures he will keep at it tration of a Ben Hogan for any h) the West division. The Flyers
one to dominate the field," said have two games left to play
Thursday's Results
fourth, four strokes back of For anothe(. 10 years or so.
"I'm playing as well these Player, who seeks at Green- and the North Stars one
New York 111 Atlanta 107
champion Jack Nicklaus, his
Kelly's Penguins turned in a
Philadelphia 104 Baltimore 103 host that week, and, good to his days as I ever have," he said. sboro to become the first golfer
Los Angeles 115 Chicago 89
word, moved out on the tour. "As long as I am finding it so in, nine years to win three pro lackluster performance for the
second straight night against
San Francisco 106 Milwaukee A lot of his fellow pros lucrative, I'd be a bit daft to tournaments in a row.
.it up."
He could have been talking Buffalo, an expansion club they
•
104
probably wish he had gone give
- failed 40 beat in six meetings
No Games Today
•
home In the five tournaments There was- a report out of about himself
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ABA Playoffs To Start
Tonight In Four Places

University Inn
Restauti.ont
SERVING ENTIRE MEALS
DAILY & NIGHTLY
Plenty of Parking Space!

Player Is Homesick, But
Still Winning Tournaments

AL
IDEN

STORY"
RAY
tart 6:45
1.25
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Sports Parade

Red-Kelly
Can Relax

FIGHTERS
For FORD For GOVERNOR

Hear: WENDELL FORD!

Wednesday, April 7, 1971 - 7:30

OUSE 0N b:Y>

Murray Woman's Club House
Entertainment
For Tickets Call 753-1474 or 753-9935
Tickets Will Be Available At The Door

e"ted Art., r•

Istme
'

Students 99'

41,

Donations 15.00
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Murray High FHA
Chapter Observing
National FHA Week

He wants to graduate
from marriage
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My husband just told me he doesn't love
me anymore and wants to split up. I'm not sure why all this
came up, but I still love him and don't want to split up. We
have no children. He's a graduate student and I helped put
him thru school.
He claims there is nobody else. He just wants a divorce.
He also says that if we split up he wants to know where I
am so he can come over and get his beard trimmed.
What should I do? Hang on to a guy who doesn't want
me? Or tell him off and let him go?
TROUBLED IN COLORADO
DEAR AMBLED: For the moment, don't do anything.
A man who demands a divorce but wants his "ex" within
shouting distance in case he wants his beard trimmed
doesn't sound very mature to me. I'll say this for him, tho.
He sure trusts you!
DEAR ABBY: My sister took up karate lessons on my
mother's request for her own protection. My problem is that
every time one of my friends comes over, my sister practices some of ber karate on them, and the ,-go home black
If I try to tell my sister to leave my friend alone she
bounces me around the room and tells me to shut up as she
is a year older than me. Can you help me?
LOSING FRIENDS
DEAR LOSING: Tell her she may have. "brown belt"
or a "black out", but if she continues to karate your friends
or yourself, you'll belt her! And then do it Chop Chop!
DEATt ABBY: "SAD DAD" who wished be could get his
te-year-oid daughter to shave her
should send her to
visit my family in Cuernavaca, near Mexico City. She would
be in high style with her hairy legs.
My family is an old Mexican family of pure, unmixed
Spanish blood. All the women are proud of their hairy legs,
and would no more think of shaving their legs than shaving
their heads.
At 17, I joined my brother at the University of Texas.
When he noticed the hair on my legs lit looked like furl, he
said, "Not here, sister. Shave it off, and keep it off?" I did,
and soon learned that nearly all American girls shaved their
legs.
When I returned to Cuernavaca, my mother and grandmother were scandalized at my hairless legs. They made
me wear heavy woolen stockings until my letgs were "furry"
and presentable again.
When my fiance came to Cuernavaca just before our
wedding and saw my hairy legs, he nearly gagged but said
nothing. Of course, I shaved them the first night away from
home, and have kept them shaved ever since.
LETTER FROM'TEXAS

raga

The week beginning March 28,
1971, has been disignated by the
National Organization of Future
Homemakers of America as
National F.H.A. Week. In order
to understand the meaning of
National F.H.A. Week, one must
have an understanding of the
organization, a Murray High
FHA member said.
of
Future
Homemakers
America is the
national
organization of home economics
students in junior and senior high
schools. It is an incorporated,
non-profit organization supported
by membership dues. All
students who have taken or are
taking a home economics course
are eligible to join.
The overall goal of F.H.A. is to
help individuals improve personal, family, and community
living. The National Projects for
1970-71 are: ( I) Our Future as
Homemakers
and
( 2)
Preparedness—The Key to
Opportunity.
Membership is approximately
600,000 in 12,000 chapters in the
United
States;
Kentucky
membership for 1969-70 was
16,715 in 250 chapters in 12
districts.
The F. H. A. Scholarship Fund
has been sponsored each year
since 1949. Last year, twenty-one
-scholarships • were-awarded
to F.H.A. girls who had made
contributions to the organization
and who are going to study home
economics in college in Kentucky.
This week, special emphasis to
interpreting
the
F.H.A.
organization is being given by the
Murray High Chapter and its
members.
.

Everley-Mathis Engagement

Miss Martha Houten, brideelect of Ronald ,Spann, was
honored with 'bridal shower
,---begon March 1 in the home,of
MRS. Harlan Spafrin.
The gracious hostesses for the
Mrs. Harlan Spann.
Spann and Miss Maleia spann.
The centerpiece of the gift table
was a small brit and groom
statuette complemented by
arrangements of spring flowers.
The honoree opened her many
lovely gifts_
Refreshments of sandwiches,
tiny cakes, and spiced tea were
served by the hostesses.
Those present or sending gifts
were Mesdames C. R. Butterworth, William N. Murdock,
: Mason Holsapple, Glen Kelson,
.. Hilton Williams, Bobby. Jetton,
: Harold Irvan, Albert Crittendon,
' L. A. Rowland, Brown Howard,
Danny Walker, Calvin Scott,
Gene Watson, James F. Walker,
James R."Scott, Paul Spann, L.
D. Warren, William Snead,Alpha
Thomas
Ford, Hu.th Arnett,
Arms4QJ. James Harris,
• -;f.eor.go _ v-, Phillip Murdock,
J. 1 W,- Bolen. Eurie Kelso,
- Jimmy Routen. Thomas E.

i

13111•SETRINFHIRI
.g,•
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ANNUAL

EASTER I
SPECIAL 1

Everley

Mi815 Eve.titY is #1../g4lUate .of Murray State UniVersity where
she was a member of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority. She is presently
employed by the'Daviess County School system at Apollo Junior
High School.
Mr. Mathis is a graduate of the University of Kentucky and Ohio
State University. He is presently a member of the faculty in the
Department of Economics at Murray State University.
The wedding is planned for June 5 at the Rockport Baptist
Church in Rockport, Kentucky.

Mrs. J.

B. Burkeen

—Babies—and Children
Under 12 Only

FRIDAY, APRIL 2, & SATURDAY, APRIL 3

en

I

ONLY $A 95
w

Reg. '14.00

L.
i l
agen
Teenagers
Extra
Adiiitt

Piens 751-11317 .5 553-4555

Miss Brown Shows
European Slides
At Magazine Meet

ems 0.4=0.0sons smo.Ii4010.0

rocema. . trwto

Friday, April 2
Coldwater
United.
Finals of the PTA basketball The
Methodist Church WSCS is
The Murray-Calloway County tournament will be held at Hazel
scheduled to meet at the church
Senior Citizens Club will have a School at seven p.m. Hazel,
at 7:30 p.m.
Kirksey,
and
Almo
PTA
men's
potluck luncheon at the social
hall of the First United Methodist and women's teams are parChapter M of the P.E.O.
Church at 12 noon with Rev. A. M. ticipating.
Sisterhood will meet at 7:30 p.m.
Thomas as speaker. In charge of
A rummage sale will be held at at the Murray State University
arrangements will be Paul
Kingins, Ivy Culver, Mesdames „the American Legion Hall from Library office of Miss Ann.
Eva Hilt, Hazel Locke, Mary seven a.m. to twelve noon, Herron. Rev. Henry McKenzie
Lamb, Mattie Parker, Olene sponsored by the Harris Grove will be the speaker.
Lamb, Edna McReynolds, and Homemakers Club.
The Executive Council of the
Katie Overcast.
A Horse Show, sponsored by Elm Grove Baptist Church WMS
the West Kentucky Horseman's will meet at the church at seven
The PTA basketball tourAssociation, will be held at the p.m.
nament will open at Hazel School
Metropolis Arrow Head Indoor
at seven p.m. with the Kirksey
The Licensed Practical Nurses
Arena at two p.m.
women playing the Almo women
Association will meet in the
d the Hazel men playing the
conference room of the MurraySunday, April 4
Almo men.
A Turkey Shoot will be held At Calloway County Hospital at 7:30
Intramural Basketball for all the Jackson Purchase Gun Club p.m. with Dr. Prue Kelly as
grades will be held at the Lynr on Coldwater Road starting at speaker.
Grove School at seven p.m., nine a.m. Shells will be available
sponsored by the PTA. Admission at the club.
is 25 and 50 cents.
Monday, April 5
The Executive Board of the
Saturday, April 3
Kappa Alpha fraternity at Murray Woman's Club will meet
Murray State University will t the club house at 11:30 a.m.
have a Window Wash. For an
The Lottie Moon Group of the
appointment call 753-4048.
First Baptist Church WMS will
An open dance for members of eel at the home of Mrs. Allen
Miss Treva Beth
the Calloway County Country cCiay at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs.
1
BOinliefol8dx1p0hoatnodgra1p7hs •1
Club and their guests will be held len Hodges as cohostess.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Truman Everley of Rockport, Kentucky,
from nine p.m. to one a.m. with
announce the engagement of their daughter, Treva Beth, to Dr.
music by Reid Hale. No reser- The Kathleen Jones Group of
Gilbert Lander Mathis, son of Mr and Mrs. Richard Lander
the First Baptist Church WMS
vations are necessary.
CHOICE OF 4 PROOFS I
Mathis, Oak Grove, Kentucky,

I

I
1
1-

You are invited
Free Favors and Refreshments!

is in the local hospital. Mrs. Clyde
Miss Frances Brown, assistant
Downs had surgery Wednesda
home
economics
professor of the
and is in Lourdes Hospital,
department Of Murray State Paducah.
presented
an
University,
Mrs.
F.
E.
Crawford Persons from Hazel Camp 138
illustrated lecture about her trip represented Mrs.
Roane and .ttending the three day Kentucky
to Europe, to the Magazine Club served as hostess for the meettn,,.Jurisdiction Convention of the
Thursday 41ternoon, at the Thursday. She made
odmen of the World, held
the flara:' WO—
Woman's Club House.
arrangement for the speake; March 26-28 at Gabes Inn,
Mrs. L. J. Hortin, president of
table, the flowers corning frim Owensboro, were Mr. and Mrs.
the club conducted the business her
William Gerald Paschall, Mr.
garden.
meeting before the program.
and Mrs. Clifton E. Jones, James
Twenty four members were
Lee Harmon, Cooper Thomas,
Pear
present.
Charlie Townsend, and Thomas
winter
pears
Miss Brown was a member of a
Scruggs.
from
the
Western sun
group of home economics
country deserve the finest
DEAR ABBY: Thank you for telliaL the father who was
teachers commissioned by for- care Arrange them
attracDr. Ray Mofield of Murray
upset over his 18-year-old daughter's refusal to shave her
president,
Dwight tively in a fruit bowl until
mer
State University spoke on "Youth
legs to mind his own business
Eisenhower to be ambassadors to they yield to gentle presand the Mass Media" and "The
Several years ago I spent 18 months in Germany with
Europe. Seven countries were sure, then refrigerate until
Blue Birds" at the March 18th
the United States Army, and it changed my outlook considincluded with special emphasis eaten. A cut pear will keep
of the Benton Woman's: meeting
erably. I now feel that unshaven legs and under-arms make
being made on Russia, Holland snowy white if dipped in
Club.
a woman highly erotic
lemon
mice
Austria.
Miss
Brown
showed
or
salt
and
water.
WHITTIER
slides of these countries and
DEAR WHITTIER: Times have changed since you were
experiences. She lived with
there. The well-groomed Freaking are sow deft:zed. Lora,0
families in Holland and Austria
hear it front Italy:
while there.
Mrs. A. W. Russell introduced
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it elf
the speaker.
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box UMW, Los Angeles, Cal.
Mrs. J. I. Hosick gave the
MON. For a personal reply meiotic stamped. addressed
devotional reading and- prayer.
envelope.
Mrs. E. C. Jones made the
financial report. Mrs. A. C.
For Abby's booklet. "Hew I. Rave a Levelly wedding,"
LaFollette, 'secretary read the
kesil Si to Abby, Box ISM, Las Angeles. Cal. NSW
minutes.
Reports on the operations and
Pickard, Max Smotherman, J. R. hospitalization of two members
Scott, Galen Arnett, A. G. Sims, were made, Mrs. Jessie Roane
underwent surgery last week and
and Jim Waters.

Martha Routen Is
Honored At Bridal
Shower Recently

FRIDAY—APRIL 2 1971
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Graves Sledd at 7:15 p.m. with
Miss Hazel Tarry as program
leader.
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Buffet Dinner
Sunday, April 4
I'
.
12 noon to 8 p.m.

Kenlake State Resort Park I
Choice of Meats are . .
Roast Round
n lofLiC
e nehoice Beef
Cut
Bar-B-Que Spare Ribs
i./ Baked Lasagna
Chicken Livers wrapped en Baconi
Tuna Fish Salad Molds
An Assortment of Cold Cuts
Assorted Salads and Vegetables
Fruit Cobbler
Hot Rolls and Beverage

ALL YOU CAN EAT

Why buy just one? Buy two and SAVE MONEY
during Exquisite Form's April Sale on their famous,
best selling, #502 bra. Perfect for full figures with
exclusively designed, firm uplift crescent stitched cups,
wide, wide sides and Torso Band. Available in white only.
Sizes 32-38A, 32-42B, 32-44C.
Reg. 2 for $4.00

SALE PRICE: 2 for $3.59
D cup (32-46) Reg 2 for 55 00 NOW 2 for $I 49

'Adults $295 Children $1 79
•0 AVOW

4.00.0low)4.Mo. 41M11.

411110. • 4111111. _nin

Al,

Kentuc

CENTRAL
SHOPPING CENTER

MURRAY
OPEN 9 AM -I0 P M

.0011. .00110
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'SPEEDER' VINDICATED
VOL TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
CINCINNATI (UP11—When a
TRADE WITH
state
trooper
pulled
him
over
WLAC4
WSIX4
for speeding on 1-65 near
SUNDAY
Lafayette, Ind., Charles Castle
told the officer "one of us has
Sunrise
Semester
6:30
to be wrong."
Tom & Jerry
7-00
Sego Bros.
features, including a progress the Visitor." Jim Backus, Jan
When Castle returned home
By JACK GAYER
Murray, Ky.
7:05 Farm Digest
Murray,
753-5273
Anne Francis and Wil- here, he had his speedometer
a progress report on New JerNEW
YORK
(
UPI
)—A
fairly
7:15 Report
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
short- liam Windom are some of the checked. It was accurate.
quintuplets
Kienast
sey's
lively television, week lies ahead
Penelope Piston
7:30 Discovery
World Tomorrow
actors.
"Service Built Our Busihess"
Wednesday he received a
to relieve for the moment the ly after their first birthday.
Carl Tipton
8:00 Hot Dog
Wonderama
SATURDAY
10-10:30,
WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
IT
Special,
News
"CBS
letter
from
the
Indiana
state
reruns.
heavy diet of early
Jubilee
8,
.30 Jambo
NBC's "Major League Base- police, asking him to "please
NEW OR USED CAR
NBC has specials for Bob has "What Happened to Earth
9:00 Mormon Conf.
Johnny Quest
Day," examining progress in ball Game-of-the-Week" begins disregard the speeding citation
on
Diahann
Carroll
Hope
and
9:30 Children's Theatre: Look up & Live
cattanooga Cats
another season at 2 p.m. with issued to you by Trooper
Monday, an entertainment spe- the ecology field.
10:00 Jambo
Oral Roberts
Detroit playing Baltimore.
Bullwinkle
Kesterson on Interstate 65."
cial from London on Wednesday
WEDNESDAY
10:30 Herald of Truth
Faith For Today Discovery
"CBS Golf Classic" at 4 of- At seems that after I drove
and the first of its Saturday "Royal Gala" preempts
11:00 Worship
fers a semi - final match in away this Trooper Kesterson
Flipper
major league baseball games. "Kraft Music Hall" on NBC at
11:30 This is the Life
Face the Nation
which Frank Beard and Larry had another trooper using
Pet Set
ABC offers an auto race and 9. Taped version of a benefit
12:00 Meet The Press
Animal World
News C,onf.
Hinson play Al Gieberger and CASCAR radar clock him,"
about
the
an
animation
show
12:30 Newsmakers
NoLondon
last
in
performance
NHL Hockey
Dave Stockton.
Soul of The City
1:00 Movie
Castle said. "And they discovEaster bunny with Danny Kaye vember at which such stars as
Play in the third round of the ered his speedometer was off."
NBA Basketball
1;30
storyteller
on
Sunday.
as the
Bob Hope, Petula Clark, Glen Masters golf tourney
at Augus-2:00
The once-discarded "Password" Campbell, Tom Jones, Engelta, Ga., is on CBS from 5 to 6. STRIKE &
2:30 Bowling
House—Worship
CELEBRATION
game show returns Monday on bert Humperdinck, George Kir"ABC's
Wide
World
3:00 Eternal Light
of SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)—
Tenn..-Ky. Preview
a basis of five afternoons a by and Rudolf Nureyev ap.3:30 Holy Week
Sports" at 5 devotes its 90 min- Mayor Joseph Allot° and School
3:15 Atlanta 500
N.Y. Concert
week.
peared. 'rex Harrison is host. utes to the grand
4:00 Gidget
national stock Superintendent
Thomas
first
Tuesday
has
the
CBS
on
Rod
In
One:
NBC's
"four
Spell Down
4:30 Adam-12
car race at Greenville, S.C.
Shaheen took time out Wednesscheduled
seirregularly
an
of
10
Gallery"
at
Serling's Night
4.45 American Sptsmn.
5:00 TBA
Report
NBC's movie at 8:30 43- day from efforts to settle a
ries about the American revo- repeats two bizarre plays,
F-Troop
5;20 News
screens 1967's "Robbery," star- strike paralyzing the city's
Roger Mudd
lution, and play in the third -The Dead Man" and "The
Peter Cottontail
6-.00 Scene at Six
ring Stanley Baker and Joanna school system. They met to
Lassie
round of the Masters golf tour- Housekeeper."
4:30 Disneyland
Pettet in a tale about a British officially proclaim April 26-30
Hogan's Heroes
ney on Saturday.
THURSDAY
Johnny Cash
train heist.
7.:00
Ed Sullivan
as "Public Schools Week."
Highlights:
"Alias Smith and Jones" on
7:30 Bill Cosby
SUNDAY
ABC
at
7:30
p.m.
has
"Journey
Movie
400 Bonanza
Glen Campbell
ABC has live coverage of the From San Juan." The two he1:00 Bold Ones
Jackie Gleason
Atlanta "500" stock car race roes pose as cowboys rounding
News
10:00 Scene at Ten
News
from 4:15 to 5:45.
up mavericks in Mexico.
Perry Mason
Movie
10:30 Tonight Show
Phone 753-I27g
The season's second New
NBC preempts -Ironside"
Late Show
11:30
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
*
York Philharmonic Young Peo- and "Adam-12," 8:30-10, to reWe Have It — We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be Had
ple's Concert is on CBS at 4:30, peat "Swing Out, Sweet Land,"
MONDAY
'
p
We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
woth Leonard Bernstein narrat- the patriotic special headed by
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
Country Journal
:45
ing and conducting a perform- John Wayne first shown last
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
News
6:00 Morning Show
what to do.,They decide who is really going
ance of Richard Strauss' "Thus Nov. 29.
6:30
Morning Watch
to run our operation
Real McCoys
Spake Zarathrustra."
The CBS movie at 9 screens
It's a great arrangement., We end up
Today, Show
...
Bow _
-Holy Week—A New Ap- 19,63!.s.- '.'Who's Minding trie
being owned and operated by the people
Captain Kangaroo
8:00
proach" is a 4:30-5 feature on Store?", starring Jerry Lewis
COME TO
who need—and use
service, So we
Mike Douglas
8:30
Romper Room
NBC in which Father Freder- as a bumbling department store
know all about their special money needs.
P:00 Diah's Place
hazel
ick McManus, director of the employe.
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
9:30 Concentration
Hillbillies
Bishops' committee on liturgy, "Dan August" on ABC at
help, medical bills, educational expenses.
,10:00 Sale of Century
Family Affair
Gourmet
And we know how to tailor repayment protalks with correspondent Wil- 9:30 has -The Assassin," invesSquares
Hollywood
Life
0:30
Love of
grams to their production and income.
That Girl
liam Monroe.
tigation of the slaying of a
Talk over your money needs—any seaand Try Our
Where Heart Is
11,1:00 Jeopardy
Bewitched
-Here comes Peter Cotton- dowager.
son of the year—with a seasoned money
01:30 Who, What Where Search-Tomorrow
World Apart
tail" is a one-hour special on
FRIDAY
—Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
pro the man at PCA.
News
y12:00 Noon Show
All My Children
ABC at 7. What happens when The CBS night movie at 9
—Country Hams and Steaks
Purchase Production
Jackson
Singing Cony.
T12:05
the Easter Bunny oversleeps screens_I987's.."Tarzan and the
Homemade
Pizza
—All Kinds of Fresh
- As The World Thrris Let's Make A Deal and- faits l2:30 -give away 'his Great Rivet," with Mike Henry
Credit
6a.m.to 10 p.m.,7days a week
1:00 Days of Our Livesi Splendored Thing
Newlywed Game
eggs. Animation, original musi- starring in a tale about terrorKeys Keel, Office Manager
— J.C.GALLIMORE —
Guiding Light
1:30 Doctors
Dating Game
cal score, with Danny Kaye is ists in the Amazon jungles.
Phone 753-5602
305 North 4th Street
Secret Storm
2:00 Another World
Gen. Hosp.
host-narrator.
NBC's "Strange Report" at
Edge of Night
2:30 Bright Promise
One Life
Ed Sullivan's CBS hour is a 10 offers "Ianelyhearts — Who
Gorner Pyle
Dark Shadows
- 3:00 Another World
special featuring singer Nancy killed Dan Cupid?" Death of
Lucy show
Gilligan's Island
. 3:30 Star Trek
Sinatra as caught in perform- a Lonelyhearts Club leader
Dan Boone
Movie
: 4:00
ance of her night club act at proves to be murder instead of
1:30 Wild, Wild West
Caesar's Palace in Las Vegas suicide.
News
5:00
last fall. The Osmond Brothers ABC's -Love, American
Weather
' 515 News
and the Blossoms also are on Style" at 10 repeats "Love and
News
News
5:30 News
the bill.
the Elopement," "Love and the
Jeannie
News
6:00 Scene at Six
The ABC movie at 9 screens Understanding,", "Love and the
Gunsmoke
Let's Make A Deal 1964's 'The Third Secret," sus- Happy Couple" and "Love and
6:30 Red Skelton
Newlywed Game
6--7-:4X1 Laugh In
pense story about the violent
Am. Sptsmn. Spec. death of a psychoanalyst, starHere's Lucy
7:30
INTRUDERS
Mayberry RFD
Movie
8:00 Movie
ring Stephen Boyd, Diane Cilen- FELINE
Doris Day
8:30 .,, ,
to.
Carol Burnett
9:00
MEXICO CITY (UPD—Four
MONDAY
News
News
10:00 Scene at Ten
ABC brings back "Password" police cars sped to the Bank of
Mery Griffin
Dick Cavett
10:30 Tonight Show
and host Allen Ludden as the landon branch early today in
game show takes over the response to a clanging burglar
4-4:30 p.m. spot, Monday alarm in the city's Ermita
district. They
through Friday, replacing the Ixtapalapa
discontinued "Dark Shadows" 'Charged inside with revolvers
serial.
drawn.
wslx-Tx.
wLAG-TV
The ABC movie at 9 rescreens
Channel ti
C.hessol 4
°mad S
1967's "The Happening," star- They found two cats had set
PRIDAY4 EVENING PROGRAMS
.0 Jeanne
ring Faye Dunaway. and An- off the alarm. The intruders
6 1 ZieZOWArarkertnn"sl;ire
i i7r% Wine • Sww" ilrZrn;
thony Quinn in a tale of abduc- were taken to a precinct
Nanny & Profess&
Partridge Family
7 'To
headquarters, given P plante of
tion.
Old Yc
NBC preempts the usual milk and released.
Net, the One Mow
2 T.i
Iv: re=
Love, American Style
Movie
movie two hours for two variety
Love. American Style
Movie
9 1.1 Strong., r ReWnrteport
specials:
Sports
News.
i4: *lr.'
SPorts .4:
o
MP VP VP MP MP weir
Bob Hope at 9, with Sammy
"The Barbarian an,
Perry Mason
The Geisha"
Movie:
An
I) i'noVIVilf
11
Davis Jr., Lee Marvin and Shir"Bedell*"
ley Jones as guests.
,30
12 :."
Moyle
Hv Kektc & lien,,,:
The Diahann Carroll at 10
SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
places emphasis on modern
,:oo Aor.cuiture USA Sunrise Semester
Sunrise Semester
MI :30 Form Digest
music, with the singing actress
Three soon.
Jake Hess
t‘ft,
Three______
7 _ 10e lifeckleFon
arlid Jackie Eddie Hill
getting support from Harry BelLancelot Lleit, sici.
17,- Woodpeck , Satinaleand kw
3 avx:
8 7
afonte and Tom Jones.
Chimp Now
Jerry cLitoriso it Dow
tioitriluenG
e a. P4rbsuceits
TUESDAY
9 10 :iar,:orr.94,00littlis
Here
000Srs
ther
CBS preempts "The Beverly
---4.• Tin Hawks
10 1030
0 rlerie4 Comes
"nsi
Gilurno=In ;tr. P40
Hillbillies" and "Green Acres,"
• . 03% ssge.•.;,' Auditionsion. Community
7:30-8:30 p.m., for the premiere
kies
comer 3 A4=41,04140.4
program of a series planned to
SATURDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
_ _
American Bandstand
@tend over several seasons,
12 :CI rld ri(vinwirI Firr SataVIZil
Birthday of
Wrestling
--American Revolution:
•'The
II ANS
Wrestling
East-WestOutdoors
Andersen
ISM
Death Valley Days
TO
1
1770-1783." The series will have
AN
-halter'',
(
"
..
rtj„
•Iii.
Box
Derby
Soap
ictors impersonating various
Pro. Bowlers Tour
Preview
2 St ttk,,,T:Ahi.
mos 1575
Tour
Bowlers
.f_Iro
Elasak
—
Egi
Star
-op figures of the period being
Ian
I',
ttsel
. Pro Bowlers Tour
3 -°3143) r T41,
The dehumidifier and the electrostatic filter keep the air in your home fresh
nterviewed by correspondent
Wide World at S..
of Fairy
MOW,:
Reeves
& r00 Del
Soo
Wide
World
of
"Cloudburjr'
:30 Nashville Music
and clean. Give your home a pleasant, comfortable atmosphere for family
_
Eric
Sevareid.
First
is
'"A
ConWide wolseTot
---.,..----AL Ai Ilk
tersation with Lord North," in
ak
5 l'S 4‘.."t7",,,tros.., ricrera'Irt.s., cis„,,,,
activities.
Which Peter Ustinov portrays
SATURDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
On hot, Muggy days, the dehumidifier collects *excess moisture -from the
7,eorge Ill's prime minister who
6
air inside your home, eliminating that miserable, sticky feeling. It comes in
to
antagonized
the
colonia11.
Lawrence WI
.7 CIO Andy
Mission: Inwessible
Wil/I•ms
F.O; CORRECT
P
I 11•110
My Three Sans
30 Movie:
handsome, portable models, equipped to turn itself on and off as needed.
Tony Randall, Claudine LonPearl NOW
Arnie
-The Nutty
Young IsseVers
get and the Three Degrees are
TIME
Mary Tyler Moore
8 70° Professor"
The electrostatic filter, installed in combination with your heating and
Warm Lawyers
Mannis
with Don Knotts on his NBC
Hugel X. Loris
Menai',
9 'I: Movie
Movie
cooling system, absorbs dirt, dust, pollen, smoke and bacteria. Does a better,
Hour at 8 (rescheduled from
c4:14r.: Sport,
News; WMPt; Spans =Ps;
:00 News; Wthr.; SportsPerry
—
OR NIGH
Mason
job of cleaningfhe air than any other kind of filter.
•
10 :30 David Frost
March 21.
--rat
°tweet
Dick
mown
Perry
Frost
I
oev
N
1-1 - ii: Avenoirs
CirM Cavett
ABC's movie at 8:30 is "EsMovie:
With these two devices in your home, you can breathe fresh, clean air. See
"Inside Me Malia"
00 Avengers
cape," s starring Christophe
your dealer for both.
Movie
1 2 1:
George as an escape artist wh
•
battles a criminal mastermind
to rescue a kidnaped scientist.
nf
The monthly "First Tuesday
rèslt ELECTRICITY
Murra.,
to
kv
preempts the movie time o
NBC at 9 with several news
'COES /T BEST,
TELEVISION SCHEDULE

Lively Television Week May
Ease Heavy Diet Of Reruns

WALLIS

PARKER FORD INC.

DRUG

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

!hillien
Dnly

'6"
.00
Ad uTts
tra

HAZEL CAFE

Association

TEwMISION
SCHEDULE
.

ze.1„cv .ma.kaers r--Griffill•
m%
v,c„rx.;,
t.7 iccht*1100.; s°°:""#hr"

1.11500n,

POSTAGE PERSONALITIES

Apr.
2 4.

4

4
4

.
ae::

Give your home and yourself
a breath of fresh, clean air

Sports Jn":e?'
News: wth•
.M,s,,
i ',i_a„;nc.=
3°0riin)
r— lr$—"
_ _

and
TEMPERATURE
DAY

IAL

753
'6363
cc.•q•„,

PEOPLES INK

--gra,d, do„A„,40,,aki

International and Domestic Reservations
Without Charge for
Airlines
Cruises
Steamships

Cars
Tours

Hotels

Individuals and Groups
PEOPLES BANK BUILDING
Kentucky Avenue at Fourth
P. 0. Box 301
Betty Ladd
-

Paducah, Ky.
I
Telephone: 4438275$
Mary 1.,aise End!
i

f

&lea

Red Carpet
Cleaning
Maintenance Co.
We Specialize In Your Needs

IS MORE THAN
JUST A WORD
WITH US

COMPLETE
JANITORIAL SERVICE
Phone 753-9161

Murray Electric System
L. S. Ferguson Superintendent
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Indian schools
Senator urges that parents
be given more voice in education
WASHINGTON (U P1):
Sett Henry M. Jackson (D.,
Wash.), has proposed that
Indian schools be taken
away from the 147-year-old
Bureau of Indian Affairs
and that Indian parents be
given more say in how they
are run.
Jackson
recommended
that the 164 schools and
dormitories now operated
by the BIA be put instead
under a new National
Board of Regents for Indian Education,
Jackson, chairman of the
Senate Interior Committee,
called for legislation to
change what he said was a
system that now gives Indi-

ans virtually no voice in
how their children are educated or how federal funds
earmarked for their education are spent.
Jackson said putting the
schools directly under the
White House for five years
would give Indian education "the high-level executive and congressional focus and attention that it
requires and rightly deserves."
The board of regents, as
proposed by Jackson,
would have 11 members appointed by the President
and subject to confirmation
by the Senate. They would
be selected from the Indian
and education communities.

Ruling frees burglar,
3 justices dissent
WASHINGTON (U PI):
The supreme court in a
hotly disputed 6-3 vote yesterday ordered freed an often-convicted Wyoming
burglar on grounds of illegal search and seizure. The
three dissenting justices
termed the ruling -a gross
and wholly indefensible
miscarriage of justice."
In an opinion by the generally conservative Justice
John M. Harlan, the court
ruled in favor of Harold
Whitely, sentenced to life
imprisonment in the Wyoming penitentiary, unless
the state makes "appropriate arrangements to retry him."
The court found Whiteley had been convicted of a
burglaries in sparsely populated Saratoga, Wyo., on
the basis of an illegal
search and seizure.
In light of past rulings
concerning the need for
probable cause before a
warrant for either arrest or
search can be issued, Harlan said the court could do
nothing else.
But Justice Hugo Black,
joined by Chief Justice
Warren E. Burger and Justice Harry A. Blackburn,
said of the decision:
"It may well be classified
as one of those calculated
to make many good people

believe our court actually
enjoys frustrating justice
by unnecessarily turning
professional criminals loose
to prey upon society with
impunity."
Reading his dissent,
Black said there was "not
one word" in, the 4th
amendment '..vihich could
justify . . turning a longhardened criminal loose because of some federal
guidelines" set down by the
court.

Morton names aide
for Indian affairs
WASHINGTON (UPI): Interior Secretary Rogers C.
Morton has appointed •
Wilma L. Victor, a Chocktaw
Indian who has worked for
the Bureau of Indian Affairs for 26 years, to be his
special assistant for Indian
affairs.
Mies Victor oegan her career in 1941 as a teacher at
the Shiprock. N. M. federal
school on a Navajo reservation.
ARLY APRIL SHOWER
CHARLESTON, W. Va. UPI)
—April showers came a day
early at the Elk Elementary
School here.
A sprinkler system went
wry and drops of water kept
falling on the heads of students
all day.

'PARE COUNTRY SET GIRLS SPOILED'
, ARSOLUTELYrilli

knows that Soft cotton
denim is a must for
spring, and our blue
doubleknit pantskirt is
just what every girl
pe.a-t:ls. With a navystitched white shirt
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Albrecht Durer's 500th Anniversary Silver Dollars Soon for Sale Again;
Observed in America and Europe These Were Minted at Carson City, Nev.
By SANDO BOLOGNA
Central Press Association
Correspondent
NUREMBERG, Germany —
International events are being
held in Europe and the United
States in commemoration of the
500th anniversary of the birth
of Albrecht Durer, considered
the greatest German painter,
engraver, woodcut and decorative designer of the Renaissance.
While the principal cultural
activities are concentrated in
his birthplace. Nuremberg, exceptional Durer exhibitions and
lectures are being scheduled in
many cities.
The Albrecht Durer House in
Nuremberg's ancient sector,
where he lived from 1509 until
his death in 1528, was recently
reopened after extensive renoAations. Built in about 1450 for
a wealthy resident, the Gothic
house contains many Durer
original drawings and engravings and copies of some paintings.
• • •
PROGRAMS of the Nuremberg Opera and Theater and of
the city's Philharmonic Orchestra are being dedicated this year
to Durer's memory. Celebrated
Durer originals are being loaned
to the Germanic National Museum in Nuremberg for the special exhibition which opens May
12, Durer's birthday.- ,It will
Queen Elisabeth of England
Is sending to Nuremberg four
sketches, one of them a study
of a gray house used by Durer
In his famous copper-plate engraving, "Knight, Death and
Devil."
The FitzWilliam Museum In
Cambridge, England, is lending
"St. Jerome in the Wilderness."
Several Durer watercolors are
coming, from the Ashmolean
llittiSeum in OxfOrd, Parts
tional library, Berlin Cabinet of
Engravings, Boymans Museum
in Rotterdam, and the Albertina
of Vienna.
• •
FOR the first time, three Durer self-portraits will be seen
side!, by side at the Nuremberg
exhibition. They are the youth-'
ful self-portrait of 1493, borrowed from the Louvre in Paris, the self-portrait of 1498 from
Madrid's Prado, and the 1500

THE FIRM fell far behind in its deliveries and
the West Virginia newspaper said it was subsequently sued by the State of
Kentucky Under a liquidated damages clause that
amounted to $869.000,
The newspaper said Catsaohote came to Barron &
Davis for help. Barron &
Davis flew to Kentucky.
met with Combs: and then
met with Kentucky highway officials. Combs did attend the, mecting with Kentucky highway officials,
TWELVE DAYS later,
according to tho ne wsoa.
per,the state substantially
reduced its claims against
Cataphote.
Combs, who is 'seeking
lie Democratic nomination
tor governor in the May
nimary, was a private atArney'at the time of the
alleged transaction having
..ompleted
his term as gov,..rnor and before he was
ippointed • to a federal
judgeship.
Mrs. Janice Sbe Moffatt

Worship S.
tra in ing

Morn rig
ng%1
Evening'

By HARRY KU1RSH
Central Press Association
Correspondent

Morning
Evening N

WASHINGTON--Uncle Sam
is preparing to sell something
that is in great demand—money! But it isn't ordinary, everyday pocket money. It's something almost no one, except collectors, sees these days -silver
dollars. They are the famed
cartwheels of Hollywood westerns.
Unlike other silver coins
which have virtually disappeared from circulation, these
silver dollars have value that
far exceeds their silver content.
They are of exceptional interest
to numismatists, to say nothing
of the growing ranks of silvercoin investors and hoarders, because they have never been put
in circulation.
Yet the dollars were minted
between 1878 arid 1891 at the
• famed Carson City, Nevada,
mint, now a museum. According to official sources here
"The coins are still in their
original mint bags, and there
are 2.8 million of them."
•

Albrecht Durer—seffportroit as a young man.
portrait from.—
MieiEes,Itsioriand
— —
Pinakothek.
During the early 1500s Durer
The famous Paumgartner Al- and his wife lived for long pertar, also from the Pinakotnek, iods in Venice where he adapted
the only altar of this kind by to the styles of Andrea MantegDurer still in its original form, na and Giovanni Bellini, especis also in the display.
ially in altarpieces. Later, he
• • .
traveled in European countries
THE GERMAN Ministry of where he worked and conferred
Foreign Affairs and the Insti- with art scholars.
tute for International Relations
An exhibition of Durer enin Stuttgart have co-operated gravings and woodcuts will be
with Nuremberg ciffief-ill to. held in May,. at—the -Davison
provide a Durer exhibition Which Art Center on Wesleyan Unitoured Romania. It will be versity campus, Middletown,
shown * also in Great Britain, Conn:
France and the United States.
A small Durer exhibition is
The show is a cross-section of ilwing held during April in the
the Durer art.
New York Public Library on
Durer learned the fundamen- , Fifth Avenue and a special
this of engtaving from his show, "purer and His Influfather, a Hungarian-born gold- ence," Will take place during
smith. who • operated a gold- September at the Metropolitan
smith shop in Nuremberg. In Museum, New York. A similar
1486, he left the town to study exhibition will be held this sumart, engraving and wood-cut- ' mer at the Boston Museum of
ting in The Netherlands, Alsace. Fine Arts.

$10,000 law firm fee
haunts Combs in primary
CHARLESTON, W. VA.
(UPI): A Charleston newspaper revealed Sunday that
former Gov. W. W. Barron
and his law partner, John E.
Davis, allegedly paid former Kentucky Gov. Bert
Combs 810.000 in 1967.
The Sunday Gaiette-Mail
quoted Combs as saying the
money was an accumulated
legal fee, but also quoted a
former confidential secretary in the Barron & Davis
firm as saying the money
was for Combs' help in getting the Kentucky state
government to settle a gigantic claim against a Barron & Day s client.
"THERE JUST wasn't anything wrong about this
transaction," Combs told
the Louisville Courier-Journal. The Courier said "the
records of the whole affair
do not show Combs did
anything illegal."
According to the Sunday
Gvette-Mail, the case involved the Cataphote Corp.
of Jackson, Miss., which
was under contract to manufacture reflective highway
paint for the state.
In 1966, the Cataphote
plant was hit by a tornado
that demolished several
buildings and killed two
workers.

Si

of Charleston, former confidential secretary to Davis
& Barron, gave the Gazette-Mail an affidavit testifying the $10,000 was sent
to Combs for his help in
arranging the Latar note
settlement.
THE NEWSPAPER also
quoted a Courier reporter
as saying Combs told him
the $10,000 had no connection with the Cataphote
case. Combs said the
money was for legal services he had performed for
Barron & Davis in Kentucky.
Combs said the 910,000

payment
for legal services whi.
ncluded repossible forsearch into
insurance
mation of
company f. a Barron &
Davis client and the possibility of a hotel franchise
in Kentucky.
The Gazette-Mail quoted
Combs as saying he had no
Influence at all in his meeting with Highway commissioner Mitchell Tinder on
the Cataphote case.
"THAT'S JUST a lot of
crap .. Mitch Tinder
wouldn't have been influenced by me," he said.

•

•

Morning 'N
Evening 1
•Morning
Evening
•„Morning

Mornlnç
s' •:Evening

Morning
'Evening
Morning
Evening

The old federal mint in Carson City—now a museum.
by a public mail-bid auction to nouncement of the sale will alall individuals. The task of set- most surely reach the eyes am
ting up a system of receiving ears of all but hermits.
• • •
mailed bids for the coins was
assigned to the General ServicPRESENTLY, the G S A
es Administration.
prepared only to say that th(
The G S A is now in the sale will be as fair as possible t(
process of setting up admin- all individuals and will not b(
istrative procedures for the monopolized by professional colsale. "No one should send an lectors or sophisticated investorder now," said G S A admin- ors. Each purchaser will be limistrator Robert L. Kunzig. "G ited to a total of 10 coins, but

WHY, after 80 years of lying
In a vault, are the coins finally
going to reach the public? Because collectors consider most
of the coins rare and pressured S A will announce the details
the government into disposing and supply necessary order
of them.
forms well in advance of the
--s. •Ifiepart.-- 'fttint? Te. TIMIVIT'ein5YeteTrt
'However.''tire
ment of the Treasury is not dis- be some months from now."
• • •
ingenous in such matters and
Is well aware that at collectors'
LEI i h.RS written to the G S
retail-value the coins have an A now, or any time before the
estimated worth of about $100- official announcement, will be
million. The problem was one of no avail. The G S A does not
of how to dispose of the coins intend to get bogged down in
without allowing any of9e per- setting up a mailing list for
son or special groups to profit order forms.
from the sale of the coins.
In effect, Uncle Sara is sayIt took a Joint Commission ing, "Don't call us; we'll call

not more than one from each
year of minting.
Generally, the real value of or

E

on Coinage a tcmg time to study
the problem, and two years ago
It recommended that limited
quantities of the coins be sold

NEW YORK (UPI): The
Ford Foundation has granted $300,000 to the American
Bar Association's fund for
pubtic e$ucation to defend
the p?!tior against the shortcomings of government.
The money will support
the association's Citizens'
Advocate Center which was
established in 1967 to document the need to monitor
federal agencies whose
complex regulations often
do more to hinder than
help the persons they are
designed to help. Until now
federal agency decisions
have been immune to review or challenge by outsiders.
Currently, the center is
assessing the General Accounting Office and the Office of Business Management and Budget and is
planning to investigate the
impact of highways
planned by the Department
of Transportation on neighborhoods which are being
rebuilt by the Department
of Housing and ',Irban Development,

Morning
Evening

Morning

Evening
morning
Evening

New /
Morning
Evenini

aoTtr-tv111—pro8iffly

on quantities available. The
greatest quantity in any one
date, 1884, is 968,000 coins. The
least quantities are dated 1893
(4,000 coins) and 1879, 1891,
5,000 each year. However, the
1879 coin, known as the "Morgan dollar." is considered the
moat-prized of all by collectors,
When these coins are gone,
there will be no more silver
dollars:- Interested in a good
yoir." But with its long histo
of handling numerous -Federal buy? Then remain on the alert
property disposals efficiently for the official sale announceand profitably, the G S A's an- ment.

Fund granted
to aid victims
of bureaucracy
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Morning
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you
willown no
londwashables"
CENTRAL
HIGHLANKR
CENTER
Maytag Equipped
Self-Service Laundry

gives everybody's
springtime favorite a
strictly '71 look: soft
navy denim, doubleknit of cotton, in a

Today's fabrics, like permanent press, delicates and
bright colors need special washing attention.
With Maytag Dial-A-Fabric, one dial setting does
it! No push button or flipping switches guesswork
The new Maytag Dial-A-Fabric washers are
programmed to automatically set the right combination of washing factors for the load

MICAH

cleverly seamed top,
pull-on pants. What a
great set-up!

Fri

111111

Hes

PEINANEIT PIT

CENTRAL
SHOPPING
CENTER
Open 8 am.—In p.m.

Just one dial setting does it for any washable fabric
. even wool and heavy work clothes. You'll like
the big oapacny tubs and other Maytag washability
features. Come in Today • Use our new Maytag DialA-Fabric Washers.
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f, Nev.

Baptist

Church Of Christ

Scotts Grove
Worship Service
Training Union

.

10a.m.
6 30 p.m.

Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
West Fort
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Green Plain
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m.
6 30 p.m.

Spring Creek
„Morning Worship
Evening Worship

1.1 a.m.
8p.m.

Northside
"Wiling Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m
7 p.m.

Sinking Springs
11 a.m.
7.30p.m.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

7

ntlISSIVM.

Evening Worship

7 p.m.

Blood River
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
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1141.M.
6:30p.m.

Grace Baptist
Morning Worship
10:456.m.

•

Methodist

11 a.m.
6:30p.m.

Kirksey Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

North Plesant Grove
10 a.m.

Sunday School
Worship Service

Worship Service 11 a m.
Sunday, 10 a m 3rd Sunday

1st

Worship Service
9.30•.m.
South Pleasnt Grove
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Good Shepherd United
11 a.m.
Worship Service

Brooks Chapel United

Coldwater United

,

Temple Hill United

Elm Grove
Morning Worship

II cm.
7 p.m

Evening Worship

Salem Bien?
11 &in.
7:15 P.m -

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Christian
First Christian
Worship Services
10 30 a m .7
pm

Murray Christian

Worship Service 11 a.m. 151 & 3rd
Sundays, 930 em 2nd & 4th
Sundays
First Methodist
Worship
8458. to,soa.m.
Russells Chapel United
Worship Services at 9:30 a.m. 1st
& 3rd Sudavs. 11 a ill 2nd 8. 4th
Sundays
Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a.m 1st &
3rd Sundays, 7 p.m. 2nd & 4th
Sundays
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9 45 a m. 1st
8. 3rd Sundays. 11 a m 2nd 8. 4th
Sunday

Coles's Camp Ground
Worship Service at 11 a m 2nd

Worship Services 10-.45 am ,7pm

119

3
Is

vtcrary

Other
Denominations
Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
10 a.m.
Sunday School
St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass Barr 11 a m , 4:30
m

Christian Science
11 a m.

First Assembly CH God
11 a m .7:30
Worship Services
p

.. .
.
Jehovah's Witnesses
10:30a.m
Watchtower
Bitavii Lecture

Wayman Chapel A.M.E.
11 a.m.,7 p.m

Worship Services

St. John's Episcopal
Sunday School
9 30 a.nri.
Morning Worship
10 30a m.

Immanuel Lutheran
9 ham
10 30 a.m.

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Seventh Day
Sabbath School
Worship Service

Adventist
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Free pick-up & delivery
We give SA H Green Stamps
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Five Points
TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR

1LUTELY ,

WINCHESTER
.
IF
-

_.........„_,,„,„

i

\,.
....

paints

Dunn TV & Appliance

Capitol Transmission
-Transmissions are our business
Not a side line

PRINTING SERVICE

"FE ohne wet Maw n. there rah yew her he aim'

"A Complete Service Garage"

Edwin Cain Construction Co.
COMMERCIAL

Buildings
•

Dairy Cheer

Bowling At Its Bost - Fine Food

Charcoal Hamburgers, Chicken, Pit Bar -B-0,
Shakes, Splits, Sundaes
Ph. 7534082
.1206 Chestnut

1415 Main Street

Peck'
s

Shady Oaks

Massey-Ferguson Sales and Service
Industrial Road
Phone 753 1319

Mobile Home Courts

Mayfield Hwy. 121

A P I?Ofie-die

Phone 753 2202

Upholstery

& Fabric Shop

,Root DLL,

Kio N

Mr & Mrs . Wm A. Jones, owners
-Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
-Furniture 8. Auto Upholstery
Ph. 753-7494
606 S. 4th

l'hone 753-5209

Motors

Ambassador-Hornet-Rebel- uremlin-4sep
Top Quality Used Cars
...___
PIM(' 753 6448
FlVe Points .

ok: soft

Flowers lee All Occasions
Member F.T.D.
753-3251
502 N. 4th St.

double-

led top,

Palace Drive-In

What a

Five Points

Livestockk

Murray Li

Guy

G

Co.

Co-Operative Corp.

.
*: V:

ej3elk

=
par

Resioential Commercial • Farm - Building Lots
Leasin4
anti Lake Propert7 - Buying. Selling

Jas D. Clopton - Div.

Southside Restaurant

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

Fresh Ky. Labe Catfish Fri. and Sat.
Plate Lunches Daily - Banquet Room Facilities
for Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings
753 3892
So Side Manor Shopping Center

Heating

Sheet Metal

tith at Chestnut

Air Conditioning

Phone 753-4832
...

1105 Pogue

}Block E of S 12th

Phone 753 1489

Storey's Food Giant

That's Interested In Yee

Bel Air Shopping Center

.

Randy Thornton Service Co.

Trenholm's Drive-In

Condltlening-Heating-CommerclaiRefrigitratiori

802 Chestnut

Phone 753 8181

Murray

Ph. 753-3571

flenny Fenny Chicken Pizza Spaghetti
Fre* Delivery on Orders of 57 00 or More '
12th & Chestnut
Phial:: 73.1 2997

Ward-Elkins

Evinrudi• Glastron-Tidecratt
PolarKrait ,
rircraft-Boat Campers
Complete

718 South 41h

Service Through Knowledoe

Building Slacks & Ready Mix Concrete
Phone 753-1540

Staion

Closed On Sunday
Phillips 116 Predsocts

66

Lctvett Bros.

Sooth 2nd St

Murray Sport & Marine

Service

No. 4th Street

Phone 753-1921

Lynhurst Resort
Col.

and Mrs. Thomas Brown- Owners
Phone 436-2345 and 436-5376

Roberts Realty

RCA Victor - Frigidaire - Maytag
Phone 753-1 i 13
403 Maple

Shop

Hoyt Roberts • Realtors - Ray Roberts
Phone 753-1651

'',lPPny

-

I

Air

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.

PHILLIPS

DISTRIBUTOR OF GULF PRODUCTS
a e es-Accessories
Tires Bttri

Your Uni Royal Tire Dealer

.

Ky.
The Cleaner

Gulf

205 No. 4th Street

Phone 753-5802

ir

Boone'
's I ncorpo
. *4 ' '* ra
. I i..if
e

yfI.Id,

i1k.

Carroll Tire Service

Sales and Service

Hendon
'
s Service

Your Happy Shopping Store
114 So. 5th
163-3773

Wm. E. Dodson. Owner

Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric

East Main Street

Phi/it' 753 )012

Real Estate Agency

HOGS BOUGHT DAILY

set-up!

Pt

Choice Seleclion of Relishes - Salads - Meats
- Vegetab[es and Desserts
Fast Service
Open Sundays
Hwy, 641 Ni+- .
Phone 75:3 2700

Sale Every Tuesday at 1 p.m. - Ph. 753-5334
Phone 753 7902

Your Johnson Motors Dealer
Sales, Parts, Service - Complete Boating Supplies
94 E at Murray Bait Co.
Phone 753 3734
"..
West Kentucky Rural Electric

"For All Your Fertiliser, Nseds"
Murray. Ky. -v *Phone 733 151Ii

on, in a

Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine

Colonial House Smorgasbord

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.

A

,
-- ....
7
t
i l'/) ,

Corp., Inc.

Gram Division
1.;. W OW intl. Si-ipt.
Holmes Ellin. NI .
l' -':-.753 112211

Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham SandwichS
Sycamore at 12th
Call In Orders 753 7101. •

Shirley Florist

A

vorite a

Murray Warehous.

Kentucky rried Chiekta

"It's Finger Lickin' Good"

Cain &Treas Motor Sales

i}j,Lre-gr2

466 and .Aydesneols
MURRAY. KENTUCKY-- ;
_
Ph. 753-7793
wig

1/

IIIIMY
American

Phone 753-1675

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

%
Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.

RESIDENTIAL

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy 68 at Aurora
Phone 474-2202

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR-HOST
Steaks - Chop:. - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: Mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin - Thurs., Chicken - Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext 641 Call In Orders to 753-4419

Complete Banking Service - Member FDIC
500 Mdin Phone 753 3231
Branch Office So. 12th & Stor y
753-6655

WE SPECIALIZE IN DOUBLE
WIDE MOBILE HOMES
mi. north of Murray on 641, Ph. 753-4734

Sue & Charlie'
s Restaurant
",,,'s'.,'.".•

Grecian Steak House

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

Mobile Home Soles a Service

ybody's

40; r-

.1, ill,11; la

621 So. 4th

Compliments of

NEAL STARKS

at

•

-171 '4...---.....

,.:•: ,iiVktWORMISSZNINCONNEMOkiaidaillininitaiagaira

Sales and Service
Admiral - Tappan - Whirloneil
' Phone 75.3 3037
118 South 12'

No 2 --Murray.. Ky
Ph 753 9730

No 1-Paris, Tenn
Ph 642 5851

403 Maple St. -:- Murray, Kentucky

Tr

I!

Ph. 753-3083

The Busmessman's Choice For Fine Printing

5
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This Page Sponsored Through The Courtesy of the Following Businesses:
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CLIFFORD
'
S GULF SERVICE

G uI

3

_

2

; p.m.
2 p m.

Sunday, 10:45 a.m 4th Sunday

:LER
'RV10E

Ciell0J1

3

9 30a m.
llam.

Worship Service
10:00
MOO

Worship Service

3

First Presbyterian

Bethel United
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1st
6:30 p.m. 2nd
Sundays,
4th
and
New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Sunday, & 9:30 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
independence United
-Evening Worship 6:30 p.m.
WOrsrtin.lieratiCts..&1 7 0.1;0...11t,
3rd Sundays, 11 a.m 2nd Sunday,
9:30 a.m. 4th Sunday
Flint Baptist
Kirksey United
11 am,
Morning Worship
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
7:30p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship
11 a.m.

Into

Church School
Worship Service

Worship services at 9:30 a.m. 1st
& 2nd Sundays, 11 a.m. 3rd
Sunday, 8. 6 p.m. 4th Sunday

Church School

3

Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship Services 11 a.m ,7 p.m.
Mount Plesant
Morning Worship
11 a.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.

Martins Chapel United

10.50 a.m.
6 30p.m,

Cherry Corner
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m.

Oak Grove

Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

10 a.m.
11 a.m.

Worship Service

Palestine United

Poplar Springs
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

se sale will at
h the eyes am
iermits.

Liberty Cumberland

Sunday School
11 a.m.
30p.m.

'a

that is the cry of the multitude Titulary we Kan the
happy throngs around the earth ay w• shout together,
Whatever the fluor', may hold of
•C husi be.
>uttering today we derlar• to the world
WOK.- Riotous. we are in His .onliwsny we know
that Crud ultimately will be sovereign ire., all the
world We ore confident that gondness is stritriges
then evil We are sure love will trnimpti over hairs
Whatever • Friday of crucention may tiring of
+mit...wary delta!, we know Itie will triumph over
death. and the Christian way will resolve risen
supremely in tie nnal destiny Then Palm Sunday
is • day tu velebrark cud set up out tainner or bone -For
right is right as Gist IS and right the day
must W1(1 - Thts lw.p. won
4.4.011Velt, tin us spefttual Iciest

Presbyterian

6 p.m.

a
lie

VleTORY

Calvary Temple
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services
11 a.m., 7:30
pm

New Concord
Morning Service
10- 50 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Plesant Valley
Morning Worship
11 a.m.

Hazel Baptist
„.• Morning Worship
Evening Worship

10
1.

United, 310 I rvan Ave
Sunday School
10 a.m
Evening Worship
7 p.m
United, New Concord
Sunday School
learn.
Worship Services 11 am , 7 p.m.

Union Grove
Morning Worship
10 50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 30 p.m.
Seventh & Poplar
Worship Service
10 • 40 a.m.
Evening Service
6 p.m.

Evening Worship

.414)
,
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Pentecostal

10 45 a.m.
7 p.m.

West Murray
Morning Worship
10 50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.

First Baptist
Morning Worship
10 •i5a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

PAI

Murray Church
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m.
Locust Grave Church
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7 p.m.
Evening Worship

New Providence
Morning Worship
a.m
Evening Worship
6 30p.m

University
Morning worship
10 30 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 00p.m.

11 a.m .
7.30 p.m.

gill/ RAI Nie

Nazarene
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. Claude Vaughn

, • ,..,7,6,
.,-

505W. Math - Nit. 753-3124

onyolat• Auto Rupair

A I•

Plumbing, Hr.,' ••1 and Air COnditioning
Commercial and -'-idential -- Sales & Service
Ripart A 1- ' "on - Gas & Sewer
• Phone 753 6168 •
• -

IMO

I GO

'GEORGE

DOWDY.OWN E R

"i :--

Strtlel

103,V. 7th

Pb 751 8968

The Ledger & Times
i
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NANTADS
SERVICES OFFERED
,••

USED OUTBOARD motor, must'
be in good condition 10 H. P. or
above. Phone 753-3143
A2C

HELL'S ANGELS BOOKED ON RAPE CHARGES—Accused of raping and torturing a
17-year-old girl for nearly six hours, eight members of the Hell's Angels motorcycle gang are booked in a New York police station

Crossword Puzzle
.-.
;;..,

ACROSS
wdh
1 Contended

..:,

Docurnent
Short for kind
of steel
Slumbering
Sun god
Man'k name
Brother of
Odin
38 Finish
Fiber plant
21 Ocean
22 Protect rve
shield
24 Girl's
nickname
25 Heavenly
body
26 lumped
28 (Malay
30 Quarrel
- 31 Yellosnc her
32 Indltes
35 Handles
.... 38 Regrets
''39 Crrrat
41 leak
through
82 Pad notices
• 43 Narrates
i
45 Raw in
;
Scotland
..
5-46 Touchdown
(abbr.)
47 Baseball
posabon
49 Hebrew letter
50 Harbinger
52 Wiped out
'emends
54
55
6
711
:.!
12
.• 34
..! 15
.; 17

-so

A •e,
2 Comunction
3 Vessel
4 Arabian
chieftain

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

5 Requrre
6 Film formed
on copper by
exposure
7 Tennis player
8 Work at one's
trade
9 College degree
(abbr )
10 Disc lose
11 Fisherman's
basket
13 Gem
16 Suffix used to
denote morbid
election
19 Daily
32
records
21 Bogged down
33
23 Blemishes
25 Secret
34
agents
27 Female
35
sheep
36
29 Greek
- teeter

00000 OMOMO
BM0300 BOV000
000 OUBOO OMB
BO OMBOORO OM
MOON OR 00M0
000 OM DOM@
OBOOBBOMO
COMB 00 QUM
M11100 OM 001000
GM OGBOMMO OM
ONO MOM@ 000
01210060 =MOO
MMOOM 00000
Anger
Part of
boat
Spirited
horses
Fused
More
profound

37
40
43
44
47
48
51
53

Haste
Sick
Baked clay
Withered
Obese
Rodent
A state (abbr
Compass
-point

SIIIIMMEN111111111111°
111111111111111M11111111MEMI
11111111111fiiiiIMIIIIIMisiii1111111

Yugoslav seaman
didn't want asylum

so

ummugaiimmumui

Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

* April 2-3-4 *

PRICE MOBILE HOME CENTER

A JUNKED Dart or Valiant. Call
492-8603.
A3C

HIGHWAY 641 SOUTH - MURRAY, KY. NEXT DOOR TO HOLIDAY INN

WANT TO BUY; logs and
standing timber. Also have for
sale lumber and sawdust.
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co,
TFC
Phone 753-4147.

HELP WANTED
When Slatko Sili, 31, a
Yugoslav seaman, wandered
into a bar in New London, NEED SOMEONE to do yard and
Conn., and mumbled the only garden work 2 days a week . Call
English word he knows — 753-1432 between 10:00 a.m. and
other 3:00p.m.
immigration" —
A2C
patrons mistakenly thought he
was seeking political asylum.
Calls were made to the local MATURE WOMAN for store and
mayor, the Coast Guard; the light book work. Permanent.
Immigration Service, the State Send resume to Box 32K Murray
Department and the situation with salary expected.
A2C
room at the White House. But
all Sill apparently wished to do
.
---SPC1RETARY- WANTED,
was ''4wai4 at-tha'
position good typist shorthand,
benefits $320 month. Baker and
Baker Employemt Service 1025
West Broadway, Mayfield, Ky.
A3C
247-1501

rgvainumitimintign
amammaarammmai
tamomilimi4° miumm

Grand Opening!!

USED MINI Bike or go cart. Call
753-8106 after 7 p.m.
A2P

WANT TO BUY used dresser or
vanity. Phone 753-8520.
ITC

NOTICE

C.o..1.1..w...e.ammelNec

11ELP WANTED

NOTICE

-111111s COOK
TS MANTIS
Eat Your Home

IIP1081311
Are Poison

•
ti I0/
'

AND Car Hostess. Apply
in person. No phone calls please.
K. di N. Drive Inn. 4th di
A3
Sycamore.

FOR ALL your home alterations
repairs, remodeling, etc. new or
old. Free estimates. Call 753May 6C
6123.
WILL MOW, yards in immediate
vicinity of Doran, Keenland
Subdivision and Gatesboro
Subdivision. Call Ken Grogan 753A3C
4978
FURNITURE REFINISHING.
All work guaranteed. Free
pickup and delivery. Free
estimate. Antique or natural
finish. Jerry McCoy,753May 5C
3045.
MOBILE HOME Transporters.
Local and Nationwide.,Insured,
bonded, safe, reliable. Transit
Homes. New Concord. Call 436A3C
2197.

insult' or
'WA NTEIT F XPER I ENCEDJELI—D°
PI°qtdell°11se
Orbie Culver,437painting:
painter full time. Call 753A2P
A3c 4179.
8359.
NOTICE

Carry Genes
os
PESTS

IIMIWN

AUTOMOTIVE air-conditioning
compressors. Rebuilt, $40 each.
GM,Ford, Chrysler, R. C. Evans,
May IP
Route 3, Murray.

* The Area's Newest Mobile Home Dealer
* Complete New Stock of Name Brand Mobile Homes
* We Feature Rental-Purchase Plan or Up To 12 Years
Financing
* We buy in volume to Sell at Discount Prices
* A Factory Representative Will Be On Hand for All
Questions
If You Can't Stop In, Call Us Today
— 753-3640

Female hair used
for men's ties

America should be ac- SHIPPING CLERK, experience
customed to fashion gimmicks, preferred, but not required, high
but visitors to the Menswear school graduate, $1.87 per hour.
Retailers' amnial exhibition in Contact State _Employment_ OfMinder-phis-I stared as male fice, 319 South 7th Street,
around Mayfield, Phone 247-3857.
models .strolled
A3C
wearing ties made from
hair.
women's
Maurice Baum, the designer, MAN OR WOMAN needed to
admits that the new fashion supply demand for Rawleigh
was invented because syn- Products. Can earn $5.00 and up
thetics have almost entirely an hour. Write giving phone no.:
taken over the wig industry, Ray Harris, Rawleigh Co.,
leaving his firm with a surplus Freeport, Ill. or call 815-232A2C
of two tons of human hair.
4161.

RAILROAD WELDING and
wrought iron shop. East Maple Street, across from Murray
Lumber Co., owned by Dan
Hutson, operated by Bandi.'
APFUL7C
Phone 753-1933.

•
•
•
•%%%%%%.••••••••••••••%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%•%%%%%•••%%%%%%
•
•'••
••••

—

CIT RIO

Protect Your Home!
Do not be iiiiived! Termites woriCahours
a day the year round ... Winter and Summer,

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

SALES PERSONNEL salary plus
of
location
commission,
positions: Benton, Mayfield, and
Paducah. Also management
trainee for office manager,
location Paducah, salary $425.00
-per- month-. -Jobs Unlimited
Employment Agency, 1627
Broadway, Mayfield, Kentucky.
442-8161
A3C

Kelley's Termite
and
Pest Control

WANTED: PART TIME baby
sitter at the Presbyterian
Church. Apply in person from
8 • 30 - 4 • 30.

100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
Licensed by State of Kentucky
Member Chamber of Commerce
FOR SALE OR TRADE

FOR SALE OR TRADE

1968 PONTIAC Catalina. Power TRAILER PARK for sale or
brakes and steering. Light blue. trade, I mile from Ky. Lake. Call
A8C
Low mileage. Phone 753-4140. A5C 436-2334.

ON, NO,
1(01) DON'T!

BOYS
NOTICE
THE LEDGER & TIMES
now taking applications
for paw routes hi thia-city
of Murray.,
is

Boys interested should
pick up an application
frorn the ciky circulation
manager, Tent Shank, at
the newspaper office at 103
N. 4th Street
tinc
NOTICE

NOTICE

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
— DIRECT SERVICE —
LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-5332

.1'01) GET FED AFTER THE
GAME, NOT BEFORE!

I HATE THESE
SALARLY DISPUTES

ii•••

Nancy

4

••

THE BIRDS
NEVER GO
NEAR YOUR
NEW BIRDHOUSE

rs.•

as•-•

WHY
'WOULD
THEY BE
AFRAID
OF A
TREE?

IT'S A

PUSSY

WILLOW

THRE
apartr
disposi
condit
Street.

THRE1
Kingst
peted I
den, tst
heat, a:
753-733',
5:00 p.1

NICE!
apartn
Street.
Pest I
only.

The Colonials

FURN
girls,
campu
or call

UNFUl
dwellin
Street.

Two ridiculous 4mmicks of the 1940's.
Everyone h
• en ti:ley can out with the
television.
A box that - 3,000 miles
away? Absurd
But everyone •(•
when we come
out with the VOlks:,•• :
:r 2 ltçtr
A car with its e;•
front? And its raBidt frc-,rit
the
back?
Itevenlooltedlikec t.
But time marched on
The television clicke(

'

The Volkswagen accelerated. People liked the idea of a cal that didn't drink
gas lite water. Or oil like water. Or, for that matter, didn't even drink water.
:S'ome strange people even liked the idea that it
•
was strange looking.
ea of a
ir fact, Detroit car makers now like the
VW so muc-h.tharthey decided to make th ir own
And even with all those new smdil cars around,
secure.
'he fate of the bug is
Th.,sis the tPst year for all of the others.
We ye ftgd 2years of re-runs.

2-B E I
apartn
ditione
availal
ments.

Al-4 GOT IN AWRIGHT
— BUT A1-4 CA1N'T GIT

Our

"MR.PiRFEcr
(.1
yr

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
•

$OO Chestnut Street. Murray • Phone 753-8850
5 P.M.
Open Mon. thru Sat_ 730 A.M.

(---ONLY AN KNOWS n-1Ar
DEEP /A/5/DE 77-44T ME
-55
O'LARD /5 ST/LL

Car2

2-BED
duplex
carpet
Call 75

BEAU
Apart]
bedroo
utility
condi
refrig
disposi
Nursin
Street.

TWO
newly i

.
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NOTICE

NOTICE

FOR SALE
1970 HONDA Motorcycle, 750 cc.
Call 753-7930
A3C

conditioning
I, $40 each.
1. C. Evans,
May 1P

AKC REGISTERED Pekingnese
puppies, 6 weeks old, also, one 2,year old female Pekingnese.
Phone 753-9974 after 5:00
A3C
p.m.

t alterations
etc. new or
;all 753May 6C

:)NE MALE toy poodle, white,
AKC registered 8 weeks old. 753A2C
8552.

Immediate
Keenland
Gatesboro
Grogan 753A3C

BOYS CLOTHES, size six. Call
A2C
753-4655.
COURIER CB radio, 23 channel,
less than one year old, excellent
All
condition.
equipment
necessary for operation included.
Call after 4:00 p.m. 436-2240. A2C

Red. Free
ery. Free
or natural
753May 5C

ransporters.
le., Insured,
)1e. Transit
1:1. Call 436A3C

utside_bouse
A2P

should
ipplication
eulation
harak, at
ice at 103
doe'

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
SEVERAL
GOOD USED
COLOR
TELEVISIONS
Also ... BIG
STEREO SALE
ON NOW!!

TV Service Center
Central
Shopping Center
Phone 753-5865

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SAE

BY OWNER 3-bedroom brick
veneer home 2 baths with utility
room and carport 1633 Catalina
Drive 753-9799
A2C

JUST A FEW OF OUR MANY LISTINGS

JUST PUT ON the market, new
four bedroom tri-level house.
Complete with carpet, central
heat and air, fire-place and all
the extras. Located in city school
district. A deluxe home priced
A3(
right. Phone 753-3903.
THREE BEDROOM brick with
spacious family room. Fully
equipped kitchen, carpeted
throughout, 2 ceramic baths.
Central heat and air, attached
garage and patio. Excellent
location, near the new city high
A5C
school. Phone 753-7507.

3 REGISTERED poll hereford FOUR ROOM block house with
USED 1966 V. W. body parts. Call
bulls, year old past, 437bath and utility room, electric
492-8626.
A5C
4280.
A3NC heat, storm doors and windows,
two lots, front and tack porch,
FOR SALE: The only true loveSPINET-CONSOLE PIANO located New Concord. Call 753You can buy-Registered Toy Fox
A5C
Wanted responsible party to 4522.
Terriers black and white. Phone
A2. take over spinet piano. Easy
642-1526, Paris, Tenn.
terrns.-Can be seen-locally. Write.ABSOLUTELY _MUST sell three
bedroom brick on 34 acres.
SIMMONS INTERSPRING Credit Manager, P. 0. Box 276, $16,000.00 asking price. Any
ASP
46176.
Indiana
Shelbyville,
full
mattress and box springs,
reasonable offer will be accepted.
size, like new,753-3536.
A2C
MN(
Phone 436-2458.
REMOVE carpet (paths and
1969 12x47 Mobile home. Call 753- spots; fluff beaten down nap with THREE ACRES with good
1950 between 7:00 and 11:00 Blue I,ustre. Rent shampooer $1. modern two-bedroom house two
miles from city limits on Ky.
(mornings) between 7:00 and Big K.
A3C
1550, "Wiswell Road." Has good
10:00(nights)
A6C
well, good garden, outbuildings,
fenced pasture and shade trees
91 INTERNATIONAL combine
gaieE-Has 71-2 per-- vent •
WARDS 14 HP
49Z4374.'
( transferable loan ebvering
VARIBLE SPEED
three-fourths the price.
LIKE NEW,Remington standard
typewriter, $80.00. See at Ward &
ALSO a three bedroom brick 520
Elkins or call 753-1711 daytime or
Whitnell, a magnificent home
A3(
after five 753-2826.
,

T,437-

It TIMES
malications
the-city

get the job done
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TU-XEDO RENTAL
We Have Our Own Private Stock, All By
AFTER SIX!!

'A2C

GARDEN
TRACTOR

Your Choice of
42" or 4a" Cut

Come by early and get
first choice on your tuxedo
for the Spring Prom.

8 Track
CAR TAPES $4.95
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
Dixieland Shopping
Center

'1087
Montgomery Ward

1209 DORAN Road and a
"Money-Making", 30 space,
Mobile Home Court.

NEW SPLIT-LEVEL IN Lakeway Shores on water view lot. Has large family room, two
bedrooms, 1% baths, basement, fire-place, garage. $13,500.00.
83 ACRE FARM. Nice frame house, good tobacco barn, good stock barn, 4 or 5 good outbuildings. 3% miles South West of Lynn Grove. $24,000.00.
ON NORTH 20th STREET, we have one of Murray's nicest three bedroom homes. Has
family room with fire-place, living room-dining room combination, two baths, central heat
and air. Double carport in back, walled patio, beautifully landscaped lawn. Owner leaving
town. This house shown by appointment only. 834,750.00.
IN SHERWOOD FOREST is another fine home. In the walkout basement there is a large
family room with fire-place, study, one bedroom, complete bath, furnace room and double
garage. On Main floor is three bedrooms, two baths, large kitchen with all built-ins, dining
room,entrance hall and living room. Has central heat and air. $38,000.00.
AT 1702 CALLOWAY IS this real nice three bedroom brick veneer. Large living room,
garage, bath and utility room. This is above average in this price home. Has shady lawn
and is in Robertson School district. Has large transferrable loan. $21,000.00.
ONE MILE SOUTH ON 121 Highway is this little two bedroom frame. Electric heat, airconditioner, bath,kitchen, living room and garage. Located on real large lot. $10,500.00.
WE HAVE TWO GOOD Business buildings; one a self-service laundry, the other a grocery
store sitting on 4 acres of land, just % mile from city limits on Concord Highway. This could
a real hay-for the right person?The laundry has 18 washers and 4 dryers and pays off real
well. $20,000.00.
NICE THREE BEDROOM brick veneer at 1312 Kirkwood Drive. Large carpeted living
room,kitchen and dining area,carport and nice lot. $17,800.00.
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK Veneer on Hickory Drive. Two baths, all built-ins, two car
carport, beautiful shady lot. Near Robertson School and University,"in an area of fine
homes. $24,500.00.
ONE MILE EAST OF MURRAY on 94. Real nice three bedroom bricltveneer on large lot.
Here is a real buy for someone wanting a little ways from town. Has carpet, electric heat,
garage, wash house and Many-other extras. 816,800.00.
NICE FRAME HOUSE, garage, smoke house, 16 acres of land. Located On Highway 641
North about Smiles from Murray. We think this is one of our better buys. If you are looking
for a little land, this could be it. $18,000.00.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER with basement on 4 acres of land. Has electric heat,
all modern conveniences. Located on Poplar Springs Road in walking distance of lake. This
is a nice home moderately priced. $18,000.00.

600D FRAME HOUSE ON 16 acres of land, 2L-2 miles from Murray. Has good fence and is
FOR THESE and "Multiple
priced for quick sale. $14,250.00.
1,istect" properties and to "list"
to sell call C 0 Bondurant
WE HAVE SEVERAL LAKE front lots; lake view lots, 2 and 3 acre lots in country and many
Whether you are Ajanning a weddink,..
PRACTICALLY NEW bed with AKC REGISTERED Chinese Realty 753-9954 or 753-3460. A2C
kits in the city. If you are planning to build this spring, let us show you some race building
gig
had
his
old,
year
female, 1locations.
formal party or any ether gicial eueiit:rt't 44%11111 full size foam rubber mattress; to pug,
AUCTION!. SALE
753fit mobile home. See at Fox all shots, also dog house. Call
A5C AUCTION SALE,Saturday, April
BEAUTIFUL DUPLEX IN LYNN GROVE. One side has three bedrooms, living room, den,
tsee us for your tuxedo
Meadows E-3 Phone 753-4768. A3C 7409 after 4.30 p.m.
3rd at 10:00 a.m. rain or shine at
bath, nice kitchen and utility room. Other side has two bedrooms, living room, kitchen and
the Mrs. Allie Harrell home in
bath. Has double garage and one acre lot. $29,500.00.
selling
we're
way
the
terrific
IT'S
FRIGIDAIRE STOVE and Kirksey, Ky. Will sell portion of
Blue Lustre to clean rugs and refrigerator, matched set, two furniture from two homes; two
YOU MUST LOOK AT THE inside of this lovely home at 806 South 17th Street. It has three
upholstery. Rent shampooer $1. years old. Table and four chairs. refrigerators, two electric
bedrooms, large family room, living room, utility room, lots of closets, nice carpet and
Western Auto, "Home of the Phone 753-2771.
A5C ranges, bed room and living room
large outside storage. $27,000.00.
A3C
Wishing Well."
Open 8:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m. Weekdays
suites, four chests of drawers,
platform rocker, dinette suite,
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Saturdays
WOULD YOU LIKE TO have a beautiful year around home on one of Panorama Shores best
GOOD USED Homko riding lawn AKC REGISTERED miniature metal cabinet, two televisions,
lots? This is a two story home with most modern conveniences Plenty of trees,
waterfront
26
h.p.,
8
tires,
mower, inflated
Poodle, male, 10 months old. radio, vacuum cleaner, two
jorth 15th Street Murray, Ky.
move in and start to enjoy living. $30,000.00.
Just
dock.
boat
inch cut used about 2 months. 753- Apricot in color. House broken. power mowers, walker for
A7C Phone 753-7132.
A5C
8401
crippled, nice mirror, quilt box,
Across from the MS11 lihrarr
IN ONE OF MURRAY'S BEST locations we have a lovely split level home. This house has
two spools of new barb wire,
three bedrooms, large den, living room, extra large ironing and utility room, two baths,
12 Ft. ALUMINUM jon boat,
Phone 753-3242
many other usable items, canned
central heat and air, garage and large lot. $32;1000.00.
heavy gauge, one year old, $75 GUITAR, EXCELtENT confruit, cross cut saw and small
call Don Roach at 753-5971 after dition. Fender classical. Phone
YOU COULDN'T BUILD THIS split level house for the price it is listed at on your own lot. It
ASP tools.
A3C 753-8388.
5:00p.m.
This sale is well spiced! Iron
is located in Meadow Green Acres. City water, paved streets. Has three bedrooms, den,fireFOR RENT
FOR RENT
stone pitcher, other china, cake
place, living room, baseboard heat,garage and sitting on two lots. $22,600.00.
AKC and honey stands, small glass
BEAUTIFUL
furnished TWO BEDROOM apartment, 18 INCH PORTABLE color T. V. TWO
ROOM
THREE
rug,
braided
oval
brown
9x12
and
garbage furnished, $65.00 per month.
registered Toy Pekingese pup- ware, four smoothing irons, two
with
apartment
IN GROVE HEIGHTS, JUST five miles from Murray, we have this three bedroom brick
reasonable. Phone 753-9371. A3C pies. Also one white AKC
old bed steads. a white box top
disposal, carpet, tile bath, air- Phone 489-2595.
A5C
veneer. Central heat and air, city water, kitchen and den combination, living room, double
registered Toy male Poodle sewing machine, three real old
conditioner. 811 North 16th
garage,two baths. On nice large lot, and moderately priced. $19,000.00.
puppy.Phone 753-4469 after 7:00 rockers, one geose neck rocker,
A2( DOWNSTAIRS APARTMENT,
Street. Phone 753-5140.
PRICE MOBILE
A5C center table wit'' marble feet, a
p.m.
four rooms with bath, utility,
HOME CENTER
ONE OF MURRAY'S MOST Modern and attractide homes on a quiet street. Has central
beautiful picture frame shadow
large
electric,
all
"yard.
carpeted,
in
THREE BEDROOM house
heat and air, large bedrooms, two baths, carpet, fire-place, double carport with double
Homes from '2,995°
box, jugs, jars, spit basket, tea
A2P
Kingswood Subdivision. Cap- Phone 753-1311.
THE PLACE to buy those good kettle, wash kettle, shaving mug,
outside storage rooms. This place is so nice it is hard to explain, but if you are looking for a
Low as '195' Dawn
peted throughout. Living soom,
Norge and Gibson appliances, no handkerchief box, oil lamp, brass
beautiful home,give us a call and take a look. $35,000.00.
APARTMENT;
den, two baths, kitchen, central FURNISHED
Ityyy 641 S Phone 753-3640
big sale, just low prices every
cow bell, ten door safe cabinet,
heat, and air, dishwasher. Phone electric heat, private entrance.
Murray, K \
Next to
day. Rowland Refrigeration
bated fruit can. Some out side
DUE TO THE MANY recent sales, we need listings of most all types of property
753-7337 days or 489-2455 after Near college. Phone 753Holiday Inn
Sales and Service,110 South 12th desirable old pieces. This home
TFNC
5:00 p.m.
A2C 6564.
May13C
;
Street.
Ask about our rental
for sale privately. Ben Harrell
10x55 MORILE home, 2 bearoom
Douglas
administrator,
yr.
10
to
up
plan,
purchase
NICE FURNISHED two bcdroorr with washer and air conditioner,
Shoemaker Auctioneer. Drinks
AKC
PEKINGESE
puppies.
apartment,located 100 South 13th located in Fox Meadows, S. 16th _finance.
Easter special; two decker rabbit and eats will be served. SaturA3C
Street. May be seen at Kelly's St 753-3254
hutch;
two odd dressers Calf 753- day, April 10, will have Mrs. R. D
3
OF
from
Chinchilla
HERDS
Pest Control. Married couple
WANTED TO RENT
A5C McDaniel's sale, two miles west
2767
after
4:30 p.m.
Toy
t-Also
I
WOstock,
certified
A2C
only.
of Almo Heights. A large variety
WANT TO RENT: farm land in Poodles, Chinese Pugs, Irish
tractor and equipment, truck
vicinity around Hazel. Phone 753-- Setters, birds. 12 aquariums, STUDIO COUCH, armless, good of
trucks,
FURNISHED APARTMENT for
fish, (cheap). condition. Mrs. J. I. Hosick, trailers, wagons, dump
with
complete
8090
p.m.
5:00
AI,
after
girls, one block from University
A5C conveyors, manure spreader and
phone 753-2578.
753-1862.
Apri122(
Phone
campus. See at 1612 Main Street WANTS TO rent, modern 2small items any farmer can
' A2C
A3C
or call 753-3106.
NOTICE
NEW 2-BEDROOM trailer on two use
bedroom house in country with
ANTTQUE AUCTION; Saturday,
lots, located on black top road
garden 4 or Smiles out of Murray.
BOAT AND Mobile Home InUNFURNISHED 2-BEDROOM 753-5240.
A8C
mile from Ky. Lake, 13 miles April'3, at 11:00 a.m. J. C. Civic
surance Low rates, broad
dwelling, located 209 t7 5th
from Murray. Has lights, water, Center, corner of Park Ave. and
A5C COUPLE WITH small child coverage, excellent claim serStreet. Call 753-3447.
and 500 gallon gas tank. Joe Clifton Drive, Paducah.
wants to rent reasonable house vice. Check with us before you Possession immediately Phone Cranberry hanging lamps, fine
2-BEDROOM FURNISHED preferably in country. Phone 753- buy.
653-6529 before 2:00p.m.
A8C furniture,cut glass; china, silver,
apartment, Modern, air con- 5058.
A3C Galloway Insurance di Real
books. Flo-Blue, and many other
Estate Agency
ditioned. Washer and dryers
CREOSOTED POLES, for pole Items. Managed by George R.
FOR SALE OR RENT
Murray, Ky. Ph. 753-5842 May3C
AUTOS FOR SA
available. Zimmerman ApartAUTOS FOR SALE
construction, utility poles and Burton, Sr., Paducah, Ky. Phone
ments. So. 16th St. 753-6609. A5C'THREE BEDROOM brick house,
1TC
boat docks Murray Lumber Co., 442-5968 or 444-7950.
REWARD
for
$50
information
two baths. 222 South 11th Street.
1968 OLDSMOBILE, full power, 1967 DODGE Coronet 500, 318,
leading to arrest and conviction Maple Street, Murray, Ky. 1TC
2-BEDROOM UNFURNISHED Possession April I. Phone 753with low mileage, air con- bucket seats,4 in floor, automatic
TFC of the driver of the green car that AC-2 ROW corn planter in
duplex apartment, 603 So. 11th, 2987.
ditioning, vinyl top, white with power steering and brakes
A-1
backed
into
my
black
Pontiac
NOTICE
carpet, all electric heat and air.
black interior.; $1750; 1941 one 753-8717 before 1 00
NOTICE
convertible while parked at the condition and Model 66 AC
A8C
Regardless of the
Call 753-9135 or 753-4478.
ton tow truck with p.m.
Chevrolet
C.
J.
combine.
Russell.
A6C
Grecian Steak House on the night
reason people drink
wrench and power takeoff, good
436-2149.
A5C
of
March
29,
1971.
Joe
Forsee
753BEAUTIFUL VALARAH Lee
alcoholic beverages,
condition, 18 inch tires and
9970.
A2C
1957 CHEVY 4-door hardtop call
Apartment, unfurnished, two
the only reason a
wheels $550.00. S & S Used Cars,
5 H. P. ROTER tiller, like new,
SP/VAC
A3P
489-2423.
bedroom, living room,: Itjtcben.
an
becomes
247Phone
person
Tenn.,
l'oryear,
firriy,-te
COMING SOON to Murray, used one time. Call 753-3468 ASP
utility and bath. Carpeted. AirA3C
ALCOHOLIC IS by
Brandon campers, aluminum
1963 FORD, two door hardtop
Dishwasher,
conditioned.
drinking ALCOHOLIC
and campers* built to fit BOYS SPRING sport coats with
covers
with A-C. Phone 753-7507.
garbage
refrigerator, stove,
A5C
beverages.
to
18
slacks
sizes
match,
and 20,
1968 FORD L-2 TON short wide
your pick up. 753-6583 or 437disposal Across from Westview
VOTE NO-VOTE DRY
also,
4-door
1961
Oldsmobile,
500
after
753-6438
Phone
bed.
4252.
A8P
Nursing Home on South 16th
April 20
$100. 753-5917.
A5C
p.m. or all day Saturday. -! Al 1959 SiUDEBAKER Lark, motor
A6(
Street. Phone 753-4974.
runs excellent, good tires and
Murray-Calloway
El,ECTROI.0X SALES & Serbattery, $75 00 1208 South 16th
County Dry League.
vice, Box 213, Murray. Ky. C. ir 1965 FORD 3,4 ton pickup. 10%
apartment
TWO BEDROOM
4961 FORD pick-tip $350.00 Call Street. Murray, phone 753foot, Vista-Liner camper lots of
li
St
753-3642
;phone
Sande-s,
382-2468,
Farpaid
political
advertisement)
75.1Phone
newly decorated
492403.,
A3C 8249.
A8P
mington. Kentucky.
Apri1124 extras. Phone 753-81361
A2(

510 Main 753-1966

THE COLLEGE SHOP

5E
'UTE5

Guy Spann Realty
Member of Multiple Listings

'40.014

901 Sycamore St.

NITE PHONES:

Louise Baker - 753-2409
Onyx Ray - 753-89 •

Phone 753-7724
Guy Spann - 753-2587

Prentice Dunn - 753-5725
Jack Persall - 753-8961

Legal Notice

S

fold

lAikr

up

Hughes Paint
Store
m.o.,

thru
The

Classified
Ads

I.
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PAGE TEN

Today's Stock
Market

Toots Shor's
Restaurant
Closes Doors

Kick Off . . .

Calley . . .

I Continued from Page 11

Murray and Calloway County
must be visited in the Crusade
1971, and everyone with even a
few hours to spare can help. One
key part of the Crusade is the
distributing of life-saving leaflets
telling how you can protect
yourself against cancer."
Other members of the Cancer
Committee from the Delta
Departtnent of the Murray
Woman's Club are Mrs. Dwight
Crisp, Mrs. Whit lines, Mrs. A. H.
Kopperud, Mrs. W. J. Gibson,
Mrs. Aubrey Hatcher, Mrs. H. L.
Oakley, and Miss Lorene Swarm.

(Continued From Page Onel

Tempers ...
Continued from Page 11

Quickie' building
a 3-bedroom home

Final rites for Robert Troy
Geurin of Murray Route Six were
held today at 2:30 p.m. at the
ire driven to a site which has chapel of the J. H. Churchill
been "improved", or is com- Funeral Home with Rev. Jerrell
plete with water, electricity White officiating.
and sewer facilities, and on
Pallbearers were Trellis
which a combination floor and McCuiston, Thomas Crowell, Bill
base has been laid.
Williams, Tom Ernstberger,
The trucks are driven onto
Frank Rushing, Hugh Massey,
the floor and are positioned '
Noel Buchanon, and Everett
by a system of jacks and metal
in the Barbraces. The inner forms are Massey. Burial was
Cemetery
with
the
nett
hydraulically lifted into place. arrangements by the J. H.
In the meantime, workmen Churchill Funeral Home.
position outer forms and lock
Gueirin, age 58, an employee of
the entire assembly together, the Murray Division of the
including door and window Tappan Company, died Tuesday
openings.
at 10:10 p.m. at the MurrayThe same day,quick -curing Calloway County Hospital after
concrete it poured into the an ellness of six weeks.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
forms using special processes
and the basic home shell is tons Mae Geurin; mother, Mrs.
complete with three walls and Laura Geurin; two daughters,
roof.
Mrs. Thomas Lane and Mrs.
r the second day, with the Ronnie Burkeen; one son, Jimmy
a On
basic concrete shell cured, the Geurin,; four brothers, Bennie,
mobile truck units are driven Luther, James,and Otis Geurin;
out and the fourth side is two
grandchildren, Jodie
poured through pre-formed' Burkeen and April Lane.
openings in the roof.

attorney William Kunstler as a
conviction, which could take symposium speaker.
NEW
YORK
1UPI)—The
years.
Four students and Sparks
market
By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS
opened
mixed
in
'light Guard'
YORK (UPI1—The
NEW
formed the panel during the
moderate trading today
NEW YORK (UPI) — A
Implementing
that
a
claimed
order,
recession
morning session as question
Shortly after the opening the iconomic
three-bedroom concrete home,
Maj. Gen. Orwin C. Talbott, Ft.
early today—
victim
lebrity
the
were
picked
up
in
cards
Dow Jones industrial average
finished with carpeting and maBenning's commander, placed
million restauaudience and delivered to panel jor applianeei, completed in
of 30 selected blue chips eased oots Shoes $3
Calley
under
"light
theatrical
guard"—
to
known
members to be relayed to the less than a week—and at a cost
0.35 to 903.53 while advances rant
which means one uniformed
figures and
university president for his an- of as little as $17,500 in many
narrowly led declines, 188 to personalities, sports
man—and confinement to quarJoint."
swers,
149, among the 496 on the tape. journalists as "The
ters, which is equivalent to Students on the panel were: areas, including land.
big padlock on
Unchanged in the steel group There was a
This is the promise of a new
house arrest.
this
restaurant's roof
Tony Fiser of Paducah; Dave construction technique utilizwere U.S. Steel at 32%, he
The guard stays in his McCracken of Hazel; Tim Hogan
sign saying it
ing a unique "mobile factory."
Republic at 2744, and Bethle- morning and a
apartment throughout the night.
by the sheriff
of Murray; and Ruth Hernandez
The "Conquik" home syshem at 21%. Armco tacked on had been seized
Thursday
night,
for
There
Calley's
nonpayment of taxes.
tem, designed to produce low% to 20%. Jones & Laughlin fell or
protection in these early days, of Airone
were rumors that a large
xth point in the heated at- cost housing in the United
to 13%.
two armed military policemen mosphere, Sparks warned Mc- States and abroad, was announchain planned to
General Motors lost 1,4 to restaurant
patroled the sidewalk in front Cracken about yelling at him ced here by The Gray Manue over.
8114, Ford 44 to 6044. Chrysler
of the one-story red brick Sparks .c
closed the doors of
68,
Shor,
facturing Co., which said it exgained kb to 26%. American
building and one in the back. McCracken
Street watering
ken countered with, "I pects tZr construct its first fullMotors remained unchanged at e West 52nd
About 15 of the -waiting raised
place, vowing to reopen again
voice only to be size madel borne this spring,
6%.
wives" (their husbands are heard—and it was not intended as probably in Florida.
to four weeks, but
three
in
Winners in the oil group
overseas) who are his neigh- disrespect. But when you start
The brainchild of_Charles
said there was little
Nollie Wicker of Hazel Route
included Texaco up ke to 36%, employes
W. Stickler, Jr., president of a
of reopening. Shor One died Thursday at 9:30 a.m. at bors and their children were in threatening me . .
Standard of California Ili to possibility
Gray Manufacturing subsidiary,
to talk to reporters the Murray-Calloway County the front yard to greet him Sparks fired back:
5642 and Getty 3,4 to 8544. refused
deny reports that he Hospital. His death at the age of when an Army sedan returned "I know you have no respect for the system utilizes a constructo
except
Jersey Standard surrendered 44
tion technique based on two
him home.
me—nor do I worry about it."
72 followed an extended illness.
to 79%, Superior 1 to 187. was bankrupt.
mobile casting units complete
No Interviews Allowed
the money The deceased was a retired
said
Insiders
speech
was
the
Freedom
of
Occidental was unchanged at
Caney had stepped briskly to issue mentioned repeatedly by with built-in, hydraulically-opfact that New farmer. He was born July 28, in
the
squeeze,
19.44.
longer a late hour Calloway County and his parents freedom under the red brick students as they tried to get erated metal forms.
Fractional gainers in the York is no
Driven to the construction
tax liens filed against were the late James and Rosie entrance arch of the stockade Sparks to agree to stand with
and
city,
aircrafts included Boeing by
site, theaelectories on wheels
and saluted an applauding and
contributed to the Wicker.
had
Shor
them in confrontations with the pour a home,structurally comto 20%, Lockheed % to 11% and
The completed shell may
restaurant's demise. At least Survivors are his wife, Mrs. cheering crowd of 200 before board of regents.
McDonnell-Douglas 1,4 to 35.,
plete, in two days, using a new be insulated and treated with
in
restaurants
entering
the
sedan
in
which
top
other
Sparks, however, pointed out quick setting, quick curing conJessie Wicker of Hazel Route
General 'Dynamics was un- three
winManhattan were reported to be One; one sister, Mrs. Gertie Hart Maj. Kenneth A. Raby, his that the board has the respon- crete. Initially. Gray plans an water repellent. Doors and
changed at 2342.
dows are mounted in cast-inattorney,
waited
to
shake
his
on the verge of closing.
of Hazel Route One; three
sibility and authority by law to "expandable4 model based on place openings. Interior dry
Shor started his career as a nephews, Buford and Adren hand.
set university potcy, and he a 912-square-foot monolithic walls and interior details are
Under the confinement rules, refused "to stand against the home shell, combining the
bar bouncer and opened the Wicker of Fulton and Talmadge
completed with pre-cut mater—
original Toots Shor's on West Puckett of Hazel Route One; One Caney may go anywhere op this
rool,,figor and four walls in an_ ials and standard methods.
51st Street in 1940. That niece, Mrs. Hazel Kirnbro of huge base, do legal business beF
aiser
rci."said the two responses he in tegrated structure.
with his lawyers, eat anywhere, gets. on.- the campus to '
r_estaurant closed when n hotel
Workin& with Gray engnHazel Route One.
A variety-trf roof and outer
he
Ica
"1s not mention of change are (1) fear to eers,
was built on the site.
ars -Hoebirek ana Co.
services were held
Funeral
wall finishes will be available,
Federal State Market News present restaurant, with a
allowed
to
grant
interviews
or
designers
and
space
planners
get out into the open and (2) it's
today at two p.m. at the chapel of
and special roof coverings, if
Service
capacity of 600 guests and a the Miller Funeral Home with make public statements.
hopeless. He said students in have made recommendations desired, Ashman said. In adWednesday March 31 Mayfield, staff of 180, opened in 1961 on
He
is
confined
to
the
base,
general have adopted the attitude for interiordecoration and dc- dition, variation of the basic
Rev. Elbert Johns and Rev.
Kentucky.
the site of Leon and Eddie's,
Smotherman officiating..whereas before for 18 months that "being apathetic is the way -sign, and "have proposed to two and three-bedroom designs
Farmers Livestock Market where Shor was once a •Harold
he
only
had
to
notify
his
supply major appliances and is possible li'
to survive at Murray State."
Pallbearers were Larry Armar means of porch
Livestock weighed on arrival.
manager.
other home_ equipmetnt to de- plaeernenti. strong, Adren Wicker, Bufore commander when he wanted to Steve Jackson of Partues
sloping eaves
For years the spot attracted Wicker, Junior Puckett, Virgil leave base and many weekends graduate representative on the velopers.
either upward or downward,
Cattle this week 520
such patrons as Yogi Berra, Paschall, and Robert Lassiter. relaxing in Atlanta.
Callum the Conquik home a by adding cast in place modstudent council, charged that he
Calves this week 50
Babe Ruth, Jackie Gleason, Burial was in the South
had been warned by Sparks he -major.- breakthrough by pri- ules, varying floor plans, and
COMPARED TO LAST WEEK: Sen. Robert F. Kennedy, Chief
"might be jeopardizing" his sate enterprise in low-income by _petitioning of individual
Pleasant_ Grove Centetery with
Slaughter cows and bulls steady, Justice-- Earl Warremhomes willun
"
1 1graduate assistantship with the Icbia"
the
Miller
arrangements
by
the
slaughter calves and vealers 1.00 Frank Costello, but it was all
ii.. Ashman
university because of his active Chairman James
(Continued From Page One)
higher, feeder steers and heifers but deserted by 1 a.m. today. Funeral Home of Hazel.
said "we feel this approach
involvement in the Kunstler
fully 1.00 higher.
has tremendous market opporInquiry.
There was only a small knot of
controversy .
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility patrons at the famed circular
- The Army originally charged Sparks said he meant only to tunitires not only here, but
21.50-23.50 with several high bar and none was a celebrity.
25 soldiers with involvement in convey to Jackson that his around the world, especially
yielding individuals up to 24.00,
My Lai, but allegations against (Jackson's) assistantship could in Latin Americawhere there
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BANKS ON DISABLED LIST
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. (UPI)—
Ernie Banks, veteran first
baseman for the Chicago Cubs,
was placed on the 21-day
disabled list Thursday with an
arthritic left knee.
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